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Thlent Search
ESIGN HAS TAKEN A BACKSEAT TO PRESSING ECONOMIC CONCERNS THESE

days. Architects have more on their minds than following the latest "star"

designeq a 1980s syndrome that seems irrelevant. In fact, one of the few

stars of 1991 turned out to be an architect who died in I974, during the last recession.

Louis Kahn grabbed the lion's share of attention last fall for his first retrospective at

the Philadelphia Museum of Art; for three books published by Rizzoli International on

his architecture, sketches, and writings; and for

the Salk Institute, a building that has just been

honored with the AIA's 25-Year Award and is now

the subject ofa controversial addition(page 23).

The resurgent interest in Kahn's work is no

accident. His fascination with the essence of ar-

chitecture----clemental forms, light, structure, and

rnzts1fal5-expressed in civic and institutional
buildings is a welcome relief from the commercial

opulence and historical pastiche of the 1980s.

\fill his asceticism turn out to be a design model

for the 1990s? Or is his renaissance mere nostal-

gia for architectural confidence in an era of di-
minishing expectations?

Recessions often spawn such reevaluation of
the past, as well as predictions about the future.

The last recession for architects in the 1970s, for

example, produced a flurry of paper architecture

and heated debate. Advocates of historically in-

spired forms faced off against Modernist die-

hards and revisionists in seminars, conferences,

exhibitions, and publications. Such conrroversy

fueled architecture over the following decade,

when designers actually began building the Post-

modern schemes they had previously proposed

on paper and in print. Unfortunately, the current

economic slump has yet to spur the same design

fervor. Architects are too busy fighting to com-

pete in an increasingly shrinking market, hun-

kering down to grapple with the pragmatics of
staying in business. But that nearsightedness may

change, especially for younger architects.

To find out what design directions are brewing

around the country we are holding a competition

to discover new talent. Our goal is to discover

creative solutions by architects who have never

been featured in a major American architectural

magazine. AncHlrncrunr's editorial staff will se-

lect the winning projects, which will be pub-

lished in ourJune 1992 issue. Only built projects

are eligible, including renovations and additions.

The project must have been completed after Jan-
uary 1990, and entries must be submitted in
standard binders and include photographs, slides,

drawings, a one-page project description, and

project credits. Individual buildings or multiple
projects, whether residential, commercial, or in-

stitutional, may be submitted. (For more details,

contact Galen Plona, 202-828-0993.) The dead-

line is February 28, 1992. \Who knows? \We

might just discover the next Louis Kahn. I

-Png9p,111 
K. Dmrscrr
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EX F L* R*T I S H S 2 Engagingsociety in vital ways

A new revolutlon. Startlng June 19th. In Boston. Engage a remarkable city. Historic neighborhoods. Gi'opius' Boston and the
Bauhaus. Beacon Hill. Cambridge. Trinity Church and Faneuil Hall. Tour influential projects with the principal architects, and

Boston Globe architecture critic Robert Campbell, AlA. Including the John Hancock Tower, guided by Henry Cobb, FAIA. More than
30 soecial tours to choose from in and around Boston.

Connect with AIA colleagues from 50 states and 17 countries to create and communicate valuable new perspectives on the
profession'S value to clients and society.

Learn from a comprehensive mix of more than 14O professional development programs designed to make your day-to-day practice
more successful. Embrace the innovative ideas of 4 major thinkers in presentations on the near future. Explore.

Save money by registering before April 24th. Be an early bird. Or take advantage of our "1+1" offer to save 50% on a second
registration from your firm, with each full registration at $325. Bring a colleague.

Reglster soon. Schedule & registration material will be in members' hands by early March. Chapter offices will also have copies.
Questions, more information, or a registration packet? Call the Convention hotline al 202/626-7395, or fax202/626-7518.

f A f A The American Institute of Architects
EfIlfI National Convention and Design Exposition Boston lune7.9-227.992

Circle 3 on information card (insert facing page)



"Salespeople are often helpful,

but my industry publications

tell me more of what

I need to know."

Your salespeople can be
effective when they get to see a
customer or prospect. But, on a
day-to-day basis, the buying influ-
ences you need to reach turn to
specialized industry publications
for more of the important infor-
mation that helps them make
buying decisions. A recent study,
conducted by the Forsyth Group,
proves it.

In the study, t823 business
and professional buying influ-
ences were asked what sources
they find most useful in providing
information about the products
and services they purchase for
their companies. The results were
somewhat surprising. Overall,
specialized business publications
emerged as the source business
people turn to first. In other
words, trade magazines are where
business goes shopping.

Many other sources of infor-
mation, including sales represen-
tatives, direct mail and trade
shows, have their place in the total
marketing mix. But if you want to
reach the highest number of quali-
fied buyers at the lowest cost,
specialized business publications
are clearly the best choice.

For a free copy of the study,
please write to American Business
Press,575 Third Avenue, Suite
40Q New York, NY 10017
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THEOSRAM HQILDE LAMP
PUTSUNION STATION

ON THE FAST TRACKTO
BIGSA/INGS.

With the OSRAM HQI:DE lamp, Washington D.Cls
Union Station now has energy cost savings that would

make any President proud.

After its non-Congressionally funded, $160 million restoration and renovatton,
Union Station has a lot more going for it than a facelift. lt has a future.

And to ensure the brightest future possrble, the designers of the new Union
Station specified the OSRAM HQI-DE lamp.

Better performance. With bigger savings.

The OSRAM HQI-DE metal halide lamp far outshines all other PAR

incandescents and metal halides. lt provides extraordinary color rendition
and luminous efficacy for accent and display lighting. And when used
together with the new OSRAM POWERTRON lC electronic ballast, the already
energy efficient HQI DE lamp delivers even greater performance, a 2Oo/o

longer life and increased savtngs.

Producing more light than PAR lamps while using less wattage and emitting
less heat, the new OSRAM HQI-DE lamp offers a service life that is five
times that of PAR incandescents. This means big reductions on energy and
maintenance-and a fast return on your investment- usually within the
first year of use.

A clear favorite.

Compact and versatile, the OSRAM HQI-DE lamp is available in 70 and
150 watt sizes and in two color temperatures.Sonomatterwhoorwhat
you're spotlighting, the OSRAM HQI-DE is the bright chotce

How long can you afford to stay in the dark about the OSRAM HQI-DE
lamp and the new POWERTRONIC electronic ballast?

For more information call 1-800-338-2542.

LETTERS & EVENTS
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Polshek and Partners Named

- 

FOR A RTPUTATION BUILT ON

rttfllll// sensitive new architecture in

NSINZZ older neighborhoods, James

fEtLkT.a Stewart Polshek and Partners
Z;i$il5 of New York Citv was awarded

f this year's AIR Architecture
Firm Award. According to the awards jury,

the work of Polshek and Partners demon-
strates an "extremely sophisticated contextual
response that blends design, technology, and

management into architectural totalities." This
approach is apparent in projects as diverse as

the restoration and expansion of Carnegie
Hall and the design
of the U.S. Embassy

in Oman.
In 1,962, a major

commission to de-
sign the $30 million
Teijin Central Re-

search Institute in
Tokyo placed Pol-
shek's young firm on
the map. This first
significant project
was indicative of the
types of commissions

Polshek has attracted
throughout his ca-

reer: buildings for
public institutions on important urban sites.

Among the firm's best-known and diverse
works are the New York State Bar Center in
Albany, New York, completed in 1968; 500
Park Tower in New York City, completed in
198 1; the Brooklyn Museum master plan
and Sulzberger Hall at Barnard College, both
completed in 1988; and the Seaman's Church
Institute Headquarters in New York, com-
pleted last year (AncHrrECTURE, November
1991, Pages 66-73). Among works on the
boards are a theater for the Yerba Buena
Gardens Center for the Arts in San Francisco;
the National Inventors Hall of Fame in
Akron, Ohio; and a comprehensive signage
program for New York City's Central Park.

Polshek perceives the thread that ties
these projects together as a conrexr-sensirive
approach that heals existing wounds within
urban tissue. "Each design challenge is seen

Polshek and Partnens is headed by lames S.
Polshek (left), loseph L. Fleischer (center),

and Timothy P Hadung (right).

Student Conference and Competition . New YorkJobs Protest . Eastcrn European Opportunities

NE\TS
Firm of the Year
as analogous to the differences between indi-
vidual human beings," explains Polshek. This
architectural ethic, rather than a signature
style, is shared throughout the firm.

Three partners head the firm: Polshek is

in charge of design; Joseph L. Fleischer over-
sees management of the firm; and Timothy P
Hartung directs personnel and projects. Four
of ten associates are responsible for design,
three handle project management, two others

direct interior design and preservation work,
and one is responsible for technical services.

Polshek studied architecture at Yale and

counts the work of
Eero Saarinen and
Louis Kahn as his
most potent influ-
ences. He admires
Saarinen's ability "to
embody his build-
ings with the values

of his clients, with-
out formal consis-
tency," and Kahn's
skill at assembling
materials. As in the
work of Saarinen
and Kahn, the work
of Polshek's firm at-
tempts to mold itself

to the exigencies ofplace and client identity.
The AIA Firm Award was announced at

the 1992 AIA Accent on Architecture gala in
\Washington, D.C., last monrh, and will be
presented at the Institute's 1992 convention
in Boston in June. The awards jury included
Sfilliam E. Pedersen (chair) of Kohn Pedersen
Fox; Douglas Kelbaugh of Kelbaugh Cal-
thorpe & Associates, who chairs the Univer-
sity of \Tashington architecture department;
Dean Harrison Fraker of the University of
Minnesota College of Architecture and Land-
scape Architecture; Los Angeles designer
Deborah Sussman of Sussman/Prejza; Adele
Chatfield-Thylor, president of the American
Academy in Rome; Roberta Feldman, associ-

ate professor of architecture at the University
of lllinois-Chicago Circle; and student Valerie
Colgate from the New School of Architec-
ture, San Diego.

-MrcHanrJ. 
Cnossrr
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Salk Institute Vins
25-Year Award

AS THE FIRST LOUIS I. KAHN RETRO-

spective moved from Philadelphia to
Paris last month, the AtA confirmed

renewed appreciation of Kahn's
principled design by honoring the Salk

Institute for Biological Studies (above)

in LaJolla, California, with its 2l-Year
Award. The award cites Kahn's ability
to unite art, science, and philosophy in

architectural form. Set on a cliff
overlooking the Pacific Ocean, the Salk

Institute cleady distinguishes between
what Kahn called "servant space"
(mechanical and service areas) and

"served space" (laboratories and
meeting rooms), affording rhe 1967
facility with flexibility for modifica-
tions. However, like other organi-

zations housed in Modern landmarks,
the Salk Institute has ourgrown its

current facilities and last year proposed
a controversial expansion (Ancurrrc-

runr, April 1991, page 23). The
addition by Anshen + Allen comprises

a pair of symmetrical, concrete wings
to occupy a eucalyptus grove east of
Kahn's building. In spite of public

outcryJonas Salk is intent on going
ahead with the addition and hopes to

start construction this summer.
Salk will present the proposal at a

seminar sponsored by the Architectural
League of New York this spring.



DETAILS
Cooper Robertson ofNew York has been

selected over Backen, Arrigoni & Ross

ofSan Francisco to design a 120,000-
square-foot office complex in Culver City,
California, for Sony Corporation. The
Cranbrook Educational Community, in
Bloomfield Hills, Michigan, has an-
nounced five architects to design four
campus additions: Jos6 Rafael Moneo of
Madrid, Spain, will design new art stu-
dios; New York-based Tod Williams and

Billie Tsien will complete an athletic com-
plex; Peier Rose of Harvard University
will design an educational facility for chil-
dren; and Steven Holl of New York will
complete a museum of natural history and

science. Cranbrook is currently conduct-
ing a competition for the design of the
campus's entrance gate. Margaret Helfand

of New York City has been asked to re-

design her first house, which was built in
1973 and destroyed last October during
the Oakland fire. New York architect
Michael Avramides is donating his design

services for an S90-square-foot Ben &
Jerry's ice cream store in Harlem. AIA

Chicago honored Decker and Kemp Archi-
tecture with the chapter's first Firm
Award. An exhibit featuring the firm's
work and additional 1991 chapter award
winners is on view at the Chicago Histori-
cal Society through April 4. Erlich-
Rominger of Los Altos, California was se-

lected over San Francisco firms Gensler

and Associates, MBT Associates, Robin-

son Mills & Williams, Hellmuth, Obata &
Kassabaum, and the San Francisco offices

of Skidmore, Owings & Merrill to design

5 10,000 square feet of offices for Amdahl
Corporation in San Jose, California. .lames

Stewart Polshek and Padners won a de-

sign competition with French architect
Alain Salomon to design a 110,000-square-

foot office building for public works agen-

cies (below), plus a conference center and

gallery in Chamb6ry-le-Haut, France.
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Architecture Students Examine Their Future
MID\rAY THROUGH THE

school vear. the American
Institute of Architecture Students (,ttas) con-
tinues to focus on career options, internships,
and the question of establishing a single de-
gree title for those eligible to practice archi-
tecture. These issues were raised in Novem-
ber at AIAS Forum '91 in Miami, the annual
conference attended by the AIAS executive
committee and its 161 chapter presidents.
Through publications, programs run by each

offive national directors, and its annual lead-
ership conference, AIAS helps to resolve the
problems of architecture students today.

The decreasing availability of jobs in ar-
chitecture firms has students worried about
the future. Yet, at the November conference,

National Architectural Accrediting Board
(NAAB) President Linda Sanders maintained
that there really is no scarcity of jobs. "It's
only that our focus has been extremely nar-
row," Sanders said. "There are new roads thar
we haven't yet travelled." To reveal career
options outside the realm of private practice,
Lisa Szmudo, one of the five AIAS national di-
rectors, chaired a panel of architecture-re-
lated professionals at the Miami Forum. The
panel comprised an artist, an architecture
critic, a developer, a design-builder, and an

attorney. "This is not about the jobs you ap-

ply for," Beth Dunlap, Miami Herald archi-

During the conference, dis-
cussion of architecture intern-
ships centered on students who
are undercompensated. Partici-
pants pointed out that such
exploitation weakens interns'
respect for their employers and

perpetuates elitism, since vol-
unteer work is only possible for
students from wealthy back-
grounds. The AIAS has formed
an advisory committee to ad-
dress this issue, and 7,000
questionnaires have been sent
out to evaluate the current
quality of internships.

The past and current presi-

dents of five organizallsn5-
Association of Collegiate
Schools of Architecture (acsa).

AIA, AIAS, NAAB, and the National Council of
Architectural Registration Boards (NCARB)-
have signed a document that advocates es-

tablishing a single degree title for individuals
who meet the educational requirements for
the architectural profession by January 1,

2001. Currently, NCARB treats the bachelor's
and master's degree in architecture as equals,

and in some states, architects need never un-
dergo higher education. According to NCARB

President Robert Burke, "I was appalled at
the idea that someone could become an ar-
chitect just by having a high school educa-

tion and perhaps 10 to 15 years of experi-
ence." The document also calls for a

three-year study of architectural education.
Summing up AIAS's 1991 activities, Presi-

dent Lynn Simon notes: "It is critical that
students become involved in every aspect of
their education, from dean searches to setting
a curriculum. Students have a right to di-
rectly affect and influence what they are

taught and what they are learning. The AIAS

is a major vehicle to empower the students of
today to guide their future in a positive direc-
tion." For more information on AIAS activi-
ties. call: Q02\ 626-1412.

-1p1611 
Csarsan Hunnam

Leigh Chathanr Hubbard is a student at North
Carolina State Uniuersity and tbe editor of cmr.

tecture critic maintained. "This

is about jobs that vou create AIAS Announces Student \Winnefs
for yourself."

Texas A&M University students
William Jetfrey Westhoff and

Brian Kelly Burke won first
place in the 1991A|AS
competition entitled "Wherc
Sight lines Meet." Cospon-

sored by the Copper
Development Association and

the Ganadian Copper and Brass
Development Association, the
competition called for a
oeremonial gateway between

Canada and the U.S. The winning scheme (left) ptoposes

parallel walls and rows of oopper- and brass-roofed cranes

set in the St. Lawrence River. Jurorc for the competition
included AIA past president Syhester Damianos; Canadian

architect Essy Baniassad; Phyllis Lambeil, director of the

Canadian Gentre lor Architecture; Donald Commerlord' In'
vice president ol Revere Copper; and lowa State architec-
ture student lohn Paul Goedken.



Robert Peck Appointed to AIA External Affairs
ROBERT PECK, A PRESERVA.

tion advocate and \Washinq-

ton, D.C., attorney who specializes in zoning
law, joined the AIA last month as its new
Group Vice President of External Affairs. He
will be responsible for promoting AIA policies
to government officials and increasing public
awareness of architects' abilities.

Peck is well-prepared to lobby Congress

on the merits of affordable hous-

ing, environmental conservation,
and rewarding excellence in ar-
chitecture, in addition to licens-
ing, liability, and professional ser-

vice tax issues. A former assistant

director at the National Endow-
ment for the Arts, Peck helped
secure passage of the Public
Buildings Cooperative Use Act of
1976, which eflcourages federal
offices to allot building space for
retail use. In 1979, he served as

associate counsel to the U.S. Sen-

ate Committee on the Environ-
ment and Public Works until 1984, when he public becomes aware of architects' problem-
became Administrative Assistant to Senator solving capabilities, the more it will enlist
Daniel Patrick Moynihan (D-N.Y). More re- practitioners in different arenas, Peck ex-
cently, Peck was instrumental in drafting sec- plains. "If architects are seen fighting for the
tions of the Surface Transportation Act, quality of life," he maintains, "they will be
signed into law last December (Ancntrnc- more highly regarded and influential players
tunn, January 1992, page I3), which links in our communities." 

-KanrN 
SaruoN

AIA Names 13 Honorarv Members
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constructron ot transportatlon systems to Io-
cal planning and preservation efforts.

In his new position, Peck hopes to broaden
the impact of architects by encouraging them
to pursue publicly oriented activities. Archi-
tects, Peck contends, should lobby for more
affordable housing, serve on zoning and plan-
ning boards, run for Congress or state offices,
and strive for important government posts in

the General Services Administra-
tion or the Department of Hous-
ing and Urban Development.

\7hile Peck believes that ar-
chitects' clout is achieved in part
through solid design, he points
out that the success ofthe profes-
sion depends upon public sup-
poff. For example, he believes that
architects understand the decline
of public housing and homeless-

ness better than other profession-
als, yet cities rarely think of ap-

proaching architects when seeking

housing solutions. The more the

NYG/Alll's Gastrc-Blanco addrcsses rally.

New York Jobs Protest
AT \rHAT MAY BE THE LARGEST RAILY EVER

of its kind, an estimated 50,000 architects,
developers, and construction-industry work-
ers gathered in New York's City Hall Park
last December 17. Calling the rally "Rebuild

New York-Jobs Now," the demonstration's
leaders set forth demands for "priming the
pump" of the city's economy with an enor-
mous public works program. Louis Colletti,
the event's organizer and president of the
New York Building Congress, inmoduced a

plan that would speed the city's process for
sending 10 current capital projects out to
bid. These developments include \Testside
\Taterfront Park, the controversial tiBeCa
Commodities Exchange, and several highway
and other infrastructure projects.

Speaking for the architectural community,
New York City aIA President-Elect David
Castro-Blanco challenged Mayor David
Dinkins to provide "a vision of how great this
city can be, and the dynamic leadership to
attain that vision." Castro-Blanco noted that
the current 30-40 percent unemployment
rate among the city's architecrs heightens the
need to get stalled projects going.

New York might well look to Maryland in
expediting publicly funded construction.
Maryland Governor \Tilliam Schaefer's
"Maryland Goes To \(ork" program now
moves state-funded projects through the de-

sign-bid-construction pipeline, often speed-
ing the process by as much as three months.
A program patterned after Maryland's was
included in the recenrly enacted Surface
Tiansportation Act, and Schaefer administra-
tion officials have received calls from curious
government officials in Connecticut, Texas,

California, and many orn.. r.:;;uv' 
BoDo\r
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Robeil Peck was

rccently named

AIA Vice Prcsident
for Extemal Affairs.

THIRTEEN HONORARY MEM-

berships will be conferred at
the AIA's convention in June. Recognizing
outstanding contributions to design and al-
lied arts and sciences, honorary membership
is the highest tribute the Institute can be-
stow upon a person outside the profession.

The 1992 honorary members are: Brcndan
Gill, writer for Tbe Naa Yorker magazine attd
author of Many Mashs; Robeda Jane Gufley,
executive director of the Nfest Vrginia Soci-
ety of Architects; F. Otto Haas, a founder of
Philadelphia's Foundation for Architecture;
His Highness the Aga Khan, founder of the
Aga Khan Thust for Culture in Gouvieux,
France; U.S. Representative Peter H. Kost-
mayer, chairman of the House Interior Sub-
committee on Energy and the Environment;
Louis L, Marines, former executive vice presi-
dent of the AIA and founder of the Advanced

Management Institute in San Francisco; Roger

Milliken, chairman and chief executive officer
of Spartansburg, South Carolina-based textile
manufacturer Milliken & Company; Betty
Jean Musselman, executive office administra-
tor of the AIA; Raymond Patrick Rhinehart,
vice president of the American Architectural
Foundation; Philip G. Schreiner, editorial di-
rector of Building Daign & Construction mag-
azine; Rex Scouten, White House curator;
Paul lVeidlinger, structural engineer and prin-
cipal of Nfeidlinger Associates; and Paul W.

Welch, Jr., executive vice president of the
California Council/an.

The jury for 1992 honorary membership
included architects John F. Hartray (chair) of
Chicago, Illinois; Philip Dinsmore of Phoe-
nix, Arizona; and Honorary AIA Member
Lloyd Kaiser of qeo Communications in

nEHJtrnflew l'onr
i I .,1.1 Jo8smt!

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
-L.N.
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Architects: Richard Jessup & Associatet

Natural beauty, durabiliry and stability make it the natural choice for
creative designs that endure. Send for Redwood Architectural Guide.

? CALIFORNIA RED\7OOD ASSOCIATION 405 Enfrente Drive, suite 200 Novato, c|s4e4s ' (4ts1 382-0662
I 
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Eastern Europe Offers Opportunities for fuchitects
THEIR ECONOMIES, RULERS, AND EVEN THEIR

names are in transition, but the countries of
Eastern Europe, which now include Russia
(formerly the Soviet Union) are spawning a

growing source of work for American archi-
tects. Ranging from commercial to techno-
logical to governmental, these commissions
include Skidmore, Owings & Merrill's master
plan for an International Thade Center in St.

Petersburg (formerly Leningrad, formerly
Petrograd, formerly St. Petersburg), HoK's
master plan for a technology center in
Magdeburg, Germany (formerly East Ger-
many), and Robert A.M. Stern's U.S. Em-
bassy annex in Budapest, Hungary.

SoM's scheme for a 3l-acre trade center in
St. Petersburg comprises a 3O-story office
tower, two hotels, an apartment complex,
convention center, and telecommunications
center. The project is intended to usher in St.

Petersburg's new image as the "Hong Kong
of Europe," in the words of the city's vision-

^ry 
mayor, Anatoly Sobchak. It addresses the

difficulties of doing business in the former
Communist country, which is still reeling
from its break-up into disparate republics.
The center's two first-class hotels will be

managed by $Testern companies, and its
telecommunications center will provide state-
of-the-art linkage with foreign offices. Its site
is appropriately located in the middle of the
porr city's free enterprise zone, an economic
enclave offering financial incentives to over-
seas businesses. Scheduled for occupancy in
early I99J, the project awaits approval by
the city's architectural review board.

A similar response to Europe's changing
borders is HoK International's Central Euro-
pean technology park, planned for the city of
Magdeburg in Germany. Equidistant from
Hanover and Germany's renewed national
capital in Berlin, HoK's recently completed
master plan includes a mixed-use technology
park for business, cultural, and recreational
activities, residential and retail establish-
ments, and a hotel. The 3,500-acre complex
is envisioned as a gateway to Central Europe,
which promises to become a leader of eco-
nomic activity as it emerges from the shadow

of the old Soviet Union.
In preparation for this economic miracle,

the U.S. Department of State has been im-
proving its embassies and consulates in sev-
eral East European capitals. A Comnterce Busi-

International Trade Center
St. Petersburg, Russia

Skidmore, Owings & Merrill, Architect

United States Embassy

Budapest, Hungary
Robert A,M. Stern, Architect

Technology Park
Magdeburg, Germany

HOK International, Architect

ner Daily advertisement in January called for
firms with expertise in upgrading security
and surveillance systems, as well as in reha-

bilitating older buildings. The State Depart-
ment's Office of Foreign Buildings Opera-
tions anticipates awarding as much as $2
million worth of such contracts, which promise

selected firms a minimum of $ 100,000 over a

five-year period. Rather than build new em-

bassies in the emerging capitals, the State
Department is leasing palaces, apartment
buildings, and office buildings to rehabilitate
for temporary occupancy.

One larger project is Robert Stern's addi-
tion to the U.S Embassy in Budapest, a

73,000-square-foot cultural and consular an-

nex called America House that will serve the

embassy's public functions. The five-story
building includes public meeting, reception,

and exhibit rooms on the first floor, a suite of
consular offices on the second, and adminis-
trative offices on the upper stories. A United
States Information Service library is housed

within a rotunda. Stern's initial design for the

annex was approved by the Office of Foreign

Buildings Operations' architectural advisory

board, which includes Charles Moore, George

Hartman, and Thomas Beebe. Construction
will begin in early 1993.

The State Department is a stable client,
and projects in eastern Germany, thanks to
investments in deutsch marks, are similarly
sound. The future of Russia is another mat-
ter, however. During the Communist era,

when St. Petersburg was called Leningrad,
the city's industry was based upon the great

Soviet power's military needs. 'Without that
mighty source of revenue, some economic
forecasters contend that the city's future
looks dismally bleak. Asked about the real
future of the International Trade Center,
SoM's Craig Hartman says, "\(ho knows?"

Other firms with work in Russia, such as

Boston architects Notter Feingold + Aiexan-
der, worry as the Russians continually change

the site of a mixed-use project their firm has

designed for Moscow. And the controversial
new U.S. Embassy in the former Soviet capi-
tal recently received a $300 million Congres-

sional appropriation, but its designers at
HoK had little reason to be pleased. The
State Department is unlikely to build an em-
bassy in a nation that is yet to be defined. I
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ON THE BOARDS

Housing Alternatives
Palm Gourt
San lose, Galifornia
Solomon fuchitecturc and Planning

DESIGNED BY DAN SOLOMON IN THE BAY

Area's Bungalow Style, 31 units of affordable
housing will be built on a |.3-acre site adja-
cent to a light rail station and near a com-
muter train depot just outside downtown San

Jose. To establish continuous street front-
age, Solomon pushed perimeter units to the
site edge and created gatuge access through
an internal driveway system (right). Tircked
beneath double-height living spaces, the be-
low-grade garages support individual bal-
conies that face a central common garden. To

open the project to the surrounding neigh-
borhood, the architect designed the land-
scaped garden to be accessible to the public.
Construction of Palm Court will begin early
next year and is expected to reach comple-
tionby July 1992.

1.b""*t*t
,!1i

is
Vest Pocket Community
Faidax, Galifornia

Solomon Architecture and Planning

A ll,ttt-sQUARr-FOOT SCHEME FOR FrVE

shared houses and a community building re-

sponds to a continuing demographic shift to-
ward single-person and single-parent house-

holds. To reduce living costs for this clientele,
Solomon designed three communal resi-
dences (below) that are intended to encour-
age social interaction through a central
courtyard and shared living and kitchen ar-
eas. Units are linked by fences with open
gateways (lef$. The nonprofit developer, In-
novative Housing, estimates project expendi-
tures at $100 per square foot. Construction is
scheduled to begin in spring 1!p2. 

-K.S.
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ON THE BOARDS

Collective Housing
Philo, California
Fernau & Hadman Architects

BERKELEY-BASED LAURA HARTMAN AND
Richard Fernau designed a 5,000-square-foot
assemblage of sheds on 13 acres in Mendocino
County as group housing for four couples
and three individuals. The architects con-
nected two sloped-roof wings (right) contain-
ing shared living areas and private quarters
with a pavilion and verandas. These build-
ings are linked to a garage by a trellis (far
right, top in photo). The V-shaped ensemble
allows clients to expand living spaces along
the north and west facades; red corrugated-
metal-clad sheds house bedrooms; yellow-
painted volumes contain services; and post
and lintel projections support tentlike enclo-
sures. The project will be completed in 1993.

Iteindel House

Gresskill, New Jersey
Frank Lupo/Daniel Rowen, Architects

LOCATED ON A NARRO\T SITE 10 MILES NORTH

of Manhattan, the Kreindel House (right) in-
cludes a single-story curved mass that creates
a protected yard and a formal, two-story vol-
ume that addresses the street. New York ar-
chitects Frank Lupo and Daniel Rowen housed
bedrooms, family room, and services in the
two curving wings at each end; master bed-
room and living-dining areas occupy the
two-story block, with views ro the Ramapo
Mountains. Construction of the 6,000-square-
foot house will begin this spring. 

-K.S.

Private House

Southern California
Rob Wellington Quigley, Architect

ROB QUIGLEY ORGANTZED A 20,000-SQUARE-

foot house on a mountaintop south of Los

Angeles as discrete, stucco-clad volumes con-
taining bedrooms, services, and living-dining
areas. The complex is entered from a north-
facing entrance court (far left) through a con-
crete wall to a timber-roofed gallery (left).
Vews from the gallery include a chapel and

mission to the east and the Pacific Ocean to
the south. The scheme is currently undergo-
ing further design development.
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ON THE BOARDS

Kroth House

Pine Gay, British West Indies
The Hudson Studio

A LINEAR, 1,200-SQUARE-FOOT VACATTON

house (right) for a German couple is oriented
to take advantage of panoramic views of the
Caribbean to the northwest and trade winds
blowing from the southeast. All living func-
tions are contained on one level, which is set

atop a guage and storage areas. A master
bedroom is placed above a walkway that
points toward the beach. The architects an-

chored the concrete block and srucco house
to the landscape with a stone base and
crowned the structure with a sail-like wooden
roof above a continuous clerestory. Construc-
tion is scheduled to begin in early spring.

Ganyon House

Los fuigeles, California
Steven Ehrlich, Architects

ARCHITECT STEVEN EHRLICH OF VENICE, CAI-
ifornia, divided this 7,5OO-square-foot house
(left) into two wings to express the separation
of public and private spaces and to respond

to its gently sloping site on the floor of a oar-
row canyon. Situated at the front of a llly
acre lot, the house nestles into the hillside,
bisecting the property to create a large, infor-
mal backyard with a poolhouse and formal
entry courtyard. The entrance is flanked by
poured-in-place concrete walls. The complex
is scheduled for completioninlate IL)92.

Sinoway House

Venice, Galifornia
Victoria Gasasco Studio

FOR A MAJOR EXPANSION THAT NEARLY
doubles the size of a one-story house in
Venice, California, local architect Victoria
Casasco designed a steel structural system to
support a new second floor that rises above
the original 1,200-square-foot building. The
new master bedroom cantilevers over an ex-
isting garage (below left), and a guest room
opens onto a deck that projects from the
front elevation of the house (above left). Gar-
den walls and expansive horizontal planes
cteate a series of semienclosed outdoor
rooms. The original structure and new con-
struction are finished in stucco and detailed
with wood trim. Construcrion is scheduled to
begin in late 1992.

-L.N.
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When you see the ACCU-R EPS Program label,
you can be assured that this EPS roofing insulation
has been certified by the manufacturer to comply
with ASTM-C-578 specifications. The ACCU-R EPS
Program label, along with the ASTM specifications,
proudly bears the name of that manufacturer and the
stamp of the independent third party testing
laboratory that closely monitors adherence to ASTM
specifications. This independent third party also
sees to it that stringent quality control levels are
maintained.

Molded EPS has been a tried and true roofing

insulation material since the 1950's. Independent
tests of early installations have shown that, when
properly installed, the original R-value remains
constant. The ACCU-R EPS Program is striving to
improve on this already proven performance by
creating a nationwide network of participating
manufacturers.

For more information or
the name of the nearest
manufacturer participating in
the ACCU-REPS Program,
call toll-free 1-800-951-2001.
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ON THE BOARDS

House on Spring Mountain
Saint Helena, California
Brian Healy, Architects

BRIAN HEALX ARCHITECTS, A 6-YEAR-OLD

practice based in Cambridge, Massachusetts,

has undertaken a number of residential proj-
ects, including two completed houses in
Florida. The two-person firm recently de-
signed a 4,000-square-foot house (above) lo-
cated on a densely wooded 80-acre site along
a ridge overlooking California's Napa Valley.
To create a formal procession to the house, the
architect terminated the driveway wirh a semi-
circular walled parking area (right, bottom in
photo) and designed a trellis rhar serves as an
entry walkway. Partially buried within the
hillside, the house steps down its sloping site
to wrap around a courtyard. Construction is

scheduled to begin in summer 1992.

Beach House

Loveladies, New Jersey
Brian Healy, Architects with
Michael Ryan Architects

IN COLLABORATTON \rITH NE\r JERSEY AR_

chitect Michael Ryan, Healy separated a

3,200-square-foot vacation house into a pair
of adjoining asymmetrical wings. Along the
east and south elevations (bottom right), the
architects created a facade articulated with
punched windows and a triangular bay win-
dow. Facing north and west, rhe house opens
to panoramic views of the bay with a curving
window wall along the main wing (right).
Living spaces are housed on the ground flooq
and the master bedroom occupies the upper
floor of the main wing. Construction is sched-
uled to begin this spring. I
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A\TARDS

Maine AIA Chapter Awards
LAST DECEMBER, AJURY LED BY 199I GOLD

Medalist Charles Moore selected seven win-
ners of Maine AIA's annual design awards
competition. Moore, preservationist Earle
Shettleworth, Jr., editor Roger Conover, and

architects Karen Van Lengen of New York
City and Kermit Lee of Syracuse, New York,
awarded buildings inspired by vernacular ar-
chitecture. Rockwood Elementary School (top
right), by Stevens Morton Rose & Thompson
of Portland, earned the highest recognition
for its modest yet clear presence in a largely
undeveloped area. Second- and third-place
honors went to two houses that combine re-
gional cottage-style elements with whimsical
features. Jurors favored the way "Room with
a Vew" (near right), by Portland-based ar-
chitect James Steding, exaggerates its form
to create a "lunatic Shingle Sryle." They se-

Iected John Silverio's Cohen House (far right)
for its expressive fenestration and dynamic
hip roof. The jury also cited the Mast Land-
ing School by Stephen Blatt Architects of
Portland (bottom left), student housing by
Brunswick-based Moore/ N(einrich Architects
(below right), and a shopping mall (bottom
righ$ by wsnc Architects/Engineers of Ban-
gor. Special mention went to a proposal by
Portland architects Joseph Hemes and Leigh
Sherwood to convert Portland's Fort Gorses
lnto an aquafium.

Award S7inner

Rockwood Elementara School
Rockwood, Maine
Stevens Modon Rose & fhompson, Architests

Award S7inner

"Room with a Viewtt
Chebeague lsland, Maine
lames Sterling Archatects

F

z

z

z

z

F

q

Award \Tinner
Cohen Residence

lslesboro, Maine
lohn Silverio, Architect

Honorable Mention
Doris Twitchell Alen Village
Univercity of Maine, Orono
Moorc/lYeinrich Architects

,Honorable Mention
Mast Landing School (above)

'Freeport, Maine
rStephen Blatt Architects

I

Honorable Mention
Bayside Landing (right)

Bar Halbon Maine
WBRG Architects/Engineers
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Fein House

Princeton, New lensey
Peter Waldman, Architect

THE OUTSKIRTS OF PRINCETON, NE\r JERSEY

hardly seem the place to find a pyramid, a

Sphinx, and a contemporary version of a

caryatrd, but they're all in a Modern house

that Houston architect Peter rValdman en-

larged for Erica and Robert Fein and their
three children. In the 2,50O-square-foot
addition to a 1968 structure designed by
Thaddeus Longstreth Itt, a disciple of Richard

Neutra, \Taldman literally gave his clients

the sun. the moon. and the stars. "\(/e wanted

to give the house a new beginning," the ar-

chitect asserts.

A Princeton graduate who has taught ar-

chitecture for the past 11 years at Rice Uni-
versity, \Taldman treats houses as allegories

for their occupants. \7hile he cares about ad-

dressing formal issues related to what he calls

the "sheltering necessities"--doors, windows,

walls, roof-and about responding to his

client's program, the architect also believes

that every building warrants a narrative, and

that a house provides a special chance to tell
a story about the lives of its inhabitants.
ril(ith expressive construction techniques and

materials, \Taldman creates architectural
forms that not only accommodate the "recur-

rent rituals and modest routines" of daily liv-
ing, but also comment on its more substan-

tive aspects through satire, symbolism, and a

sense of humor. Many of his suburban

houses, the architect contends, are three-di-

mensional fables about the "aspirations of
modern Adam in his 2Oth-century paradise."

For the Feins, \Waldman began by inveht-

ing a spatial "tale oforigin" that links the ar-

chitectural program of their residence to its
suburban setting. Built of concrete block,
glass, and wood, the original 2,50O-square-

foot house is set in the midst of a gently slop-

ing, heavily wooded landscape with no orien-

tation to sunlight. \0faldman retained the

basic house, but he opened it up to the 5-

acre site by adding two perpendicular wings

and a garden claimed from the wooded lot.

Combined with the original structure, the

l{ew bedrcom wing of the Fein House'

topped by a pyramid' is low and intrcspective
(left in photo), while the new livingdining

rcom wing, including a scrcened potch with a

V-shaped rcofline (right in photo)' opens to

the rcclaimed garden (center in photo).
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additions-a master bedroom wing on the

cast and a kitchen-dining-living wing on the

v7656-f12ms three sides of the terraced gar-

den, which stands on a plinth and overlooks
a natural grotto below.

The process of building nerv indoor and

outdoor spaces gave \Waldman the chance to
weave his narrative, while providing more di-
agrammatic clarity and architectural elabora-
tion than was offered by the original house.

The Feins asked him to give their home,

originally trapped in the woods, a more di-
reft response to the sky. Accordingly, Wald-
man not only added a garden, but placed

celestial-inspired objects throughout his ren-

ovation. In the dining room, the curved ceil-

ing is painted a deep blue to evoke the night
sky; it serves as a backdrop for a large sus-

Allegorical shapes on the exterior ol the

house include a "pregnanttt column (top left)

that marks the entrance to the living-dining

wing (top right), and an abstract yersaon of a
round-eyed Sphinx (above right and facing
page) that crowns the bedroom wing.

46 ARCHITI]CTURE / FEBRUARY I992

pended moon attached to an arc that bisects

the space. In the master bedroom wing, a

pyramid directly over the head of the bed al-

lows morning sunlight to stream through.
Positioned near the pyramid and reaching
into the courtyard is an abstract composition
that suggests a round-eyed Sphinx. \When it
rains, scuppers catch the water and channel it
into the eye so that it appears to be crying.
"It's a sad Sphinx," \Taldman explains.

Fond of the "complexities that we discover

and unravel for ourselves." \Waldman created

special spaces for each family member, such

as a screened porch for Robert Fein intended

to evoke a nomadic tent on the edge of the

woods. For Erica Fein, he designed an abstract

caryatid, a curving, "pregnant" steel column
that literally supports the house yet is punc-
tured by three holes, one representing each of
her children; the projecting column also acts

as a sundial. "Underlying these elements,

which might appear to be archaic or mythic,"
explains the architect, "is a rational agenda."

Numerous architectural dualities are re-

flected throughout the house. Of the two

new wings that frame the garden, the west-

ern wing is higher than the existing building,
while the eastern wing is lower. The bedroom
side is introspective and sunken, Iike a cave,

while the living-dining side is open to its sur-

roundings. Even paired light fixtures or ceil-

ing panels on different sides of the same cor-

ridor or room have a yin-yang relationship in
their opposing shapes.

The Fein house is the latest in a series of
projects that reflect \Taldman's highly per-
sonalized approach to design. \flhile each

family member has his or her own space, the

architect also gave them a way to come to-
gether-by sharing the garden in the center

of the two wings. "The house articulates a

number of separations, but the courtyard is

the thing that holds it together," he con-
tends. "They all share the landscape, but
they see it from different points of view."
That approach sums up not just the way the

family interacts, but also tValdman's design
process, in which he addresses the parts and

the whole, the fact and the fable. I

-Eovano 
GuNrs
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Paired light fixtures on opposite sides of
the new living wing corridor (top lelt) reflect
the architect's ongoing exploration of duali-
ties, A round moon on an arc (top right)

signals the dining room's role as a night room.

In the kitchen (above), a series of curvaceous

wooden brackets are attached to the ceiling
to filter natural light, The dining room (facing

page) contains built-in cabinets crafted by

Houston fabricator Greg Snyder to store what
Waldman calls the "artifacts and theaters" of
daily life.

FEIN HOUSE
PRINCETON, NEW JERSEY
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Mosley House and Studio
Canaan. New York

that results in a tautly drawn envelope into
which they inserted patterned openings.
Symmetry is further broken by surface
changes in the pair's fenestration. A bowed
window in the mahogany-clad surface of the

house projects into the loggia, while the cor-
responding studio window is actually a pivot-
ing doorway. The metal roof of each pavilion
is crowned with a lantern, but the house fea-

tures a shed dormer along its east elevation.
Although the two structures seem monu-

mental, each building measures only 42 feet

long by 20 feet wide. lJ7ithin these identical
footprints, Bartle and Kirschenfeld varied the

internal arrangements to accommodate the

different functions housed within each. By
varying floor-to-ceiling heights and tucking a
basement within the south end of the studio,

the architects afforded the artist with 1,600

square feet of work space, approximately 200

square feet more than the house.

Inside, the pair diverge even more sharply

in character. The studio is a raw, 15-foot-
high barnlike work space that stretches the

length of the building, with a storage loft at

its northern end that features exposed rafters

and ties. The house, on the other hand, is
broken into three traditionally detailed
rooms on the first floor and a finished second

story that includes a bedroom and bathroom.

In the studio, the artist's main work area is

Iocated on grade with the nofthern porch; in

the residential quarters, the iiving room is set

3 feet above the grade of the northern porch.

The dining room is placed at the south end

of the house, with a double-height window
that faces east. The most intriguing interior
spaces are actually outdoor rooms: within the

north porticoes of both buildings, a pair of
screened-in sleeping porches hang from the

rafters like a couple of wooden hammocks.

Three years in design, the Mosley House

and Studio presented Architrope with the

temptation to pack in every idea the young

architects had. But Bartle and Kirschenfeld
exhibited restraint, distilling the idea of what
a house in the country should be. Joined to
its natural setting, the formal ensemble cre-

ates out oftwo buildings, one place. I

-LyNN 
NgSrr.rlrir

MOSLEY HOUSE AND STUDIO
CANAAT{, NEW YORK

oIYNER: Catherine Mosley
ARGHITECTST Architrope, New York City-Andrew
B. Bartle, Jonathan Kirschenfeld, Evans Simpson
ENGINEER: Ross Dalland
GEI{ERAL CONTRACTOR: Quad Design
co$i $310,000-$ 1OO/square foot
PHoToGRAPHER: Michael Moran
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Monumental porches reach out to engage the
landscape at the noilhern edge,of the coud-
yard (facing page, top), which is bordercd by

concrete retaining walls. L-shaped sleeping
porches hang within north porticoes (facing

page, bottom). Studio (left in section and
plan) features storage loft crcwned with a
lantern and exposed rafters (left). Expansive

windows in the studio (bottom left) allow
views across the courtyard to the house
(right in section and plan).
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2 HOUSE
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LESS THAN 
' 

MILES FROM THE CEDAR ALTEE

that leads to Rowan Oak, \filliam Faulkner's

four-square columned home in Oxford, Mis-
sissippi, the road twists into knots. Kudzu
blankets the hills, and small houses with
rusted barbed-wire fencing dot the land-
scape. Down an unmarked private road,
equidistant from this mythic landmark and a

new medical center, is a remarkable contem-
porary house that leaps like a bridge between
past and present. Designed by Mississippi ar-
chitect Sam Mockbee, the 3,600-square-foot
house, porch, and garage sit squarely on the
east-west ridge of a cleared slope overlooking
Lafayette County's hardwood forests. The
hills, which stretch to the north, offer privacy
for a young Oxford physician and his wife,
who sought peace and tranquillity for them-
selves and their odd menagerie.

\fhile the remote setting elicits serenity,

the sculptural assemblage of buildings ac-

tively combines cultural symbols as diverse as

the barn, the screened porch, and the animal
pen into syncopated wholeness. Scattered
throughout the surrounding rolling cerrain
are metal-roofed sheds that shelter local
house trailers, which the architect cites as

sources of inspiration. But more than irony is

at work in the Cook House. There is elemen-
tal power in Mockbee's asymmetrical mass-
ing; the linear composition builds in layered
intensity from low walls to a masonry chim-
ney and gabled roofs to suggest the remnant
of an earlier building or an industrial ruin.
Unpainted concrere block forms the primary
building material, providing unadorned so-
lidicy to both interior volumes and exterior
massing. The edges of the roofs slant down-
ward, pointing toward the implied center of
the composition: a two-tiered, flat-topped
porch with a rooftop whirlpool, its flanks
open to the hills through a hyperbolic arch-
way of trellis framework.

Heavy chain-link fencing slopes up the
north and south elevarions of the main house,

reinforcing the building's rentlike roofline
and creating a buffer between the building
and its surroundings. The metal fencing pro-
tected the owners' 147-pound cougar, reared
from infancy (since deceased), and now con-
fines a pair of servals, long-legged spotted
cats from the African plarns.

The main house, ser behind these feline

The Cook House, sitting porch, and garage

follow the east-west ridge of a Mississippi hill
(these pages). Main house is entered through
a vertical slit at the base of a sculptural
masonry chimney.

ARCHITECTUR.E / FEBRUARY 1Y92 
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House rccalls metal gable rcols and pole

structurcs (facing page, top and bottom) of
local farm buildingB and trailer sheds.
Fenced-in animal pens (left) slope up sides of
the linear volume (phns).

screens, corresponds to Mockbee's rural
analogies. Like a long trailer, the residence

rests beneath an overhanging comugated
roof. The floor plan reveals a simple, linear
organization: a single circulation corridor
runs along the south wall of the building on

both levels, connecting living room, dining
space, kitchen, bedrooms, and bathroom.

After a jog at the vestibule on the first
floor, the straight path continues outside the

building's walls and passes under a covered
walkway from house to sitting porch to a
storage room and garz'ge. Off this east-west

spine, interior and exterior spaces uniformly
open to the north, permitting uninterrupted
views of the fields outside, the surrounding
hills, and Charolais cattle that occasionally

wander into sight.
Other animals claim the interior. In the

living room, a rainbow-colored macaw named

Spike barks from an open cage that rises 18

feet to the ceiling. Oak shelving, also ceiling-
high and reached by an old rolling ladder,

holds the owners' collection of odd bottles
and local artifacts. Soft north light from the

abstract grid of a sloping glass curtain wall
bathes the living and dining spaces. The an-
gled wall creates a generous adjacent gallery
for sitting and hill-watching.

Color punctuates the living and dining
spaces. A blood-red structural beam crosses

the main living space to find its requisite

mate, one of several red metal columns spaced

at regular intervals along the circulation cor-

ridor. Lettuce-green steel bars, splayed freely

along the edge ofan overhead loft like weeds,

mediate between up and down. Prussian blue

marks the south corridor wall, while the

lavender of the lowered dining room ceiling
increases the room's sense of enclosure.

Smoothly crafted oak stairs, like those of a

ship's ladder, rest on stones from the founda-

tion of the original farmhouse, which has

long since disappeared. A metal pipe, bent,
welded, and smooth as a muffler, turns uP-

ward as a stair railing. On the second level, a

bedroom, srudy, and sitting loft include bal-

conies that overlook the first floor. At the

west end of the second level, the ladder con-

tinues upward to an open-air pavilion on the

third level.

An exposed roof structure rises above the

rectilinear block of the house to create this

SECOND FLOOR PIAN
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Interior lMng space opens to l8-foot-high
ceiling (left), which drops at dining area
(bottom left). Table is designed by Mississippi
cattsman Fletcher Cox. Sloped cuftain wall
faces nodh for landscape views (facing page).

unexpected aerie. Lifted above the haunches

of supporting steel columns, cross-braced
wood framing creates a broad cathedral arch,

which lightens and brightens the eastern and

western ends of the building.
Beneath this surprising roof, joyful free-

dom reigns throughout the house. For the in-
glenook off the vestibule, architect, client,
and builder collaborated on a screen that
shields the fireplace, a massive 6-foot metal
square that weighs 360 pounds and is sus-
pended above the hearth by pulley and chain.
Furniture designed by Mississippi craftsman
Fletcher Cox is incorporated into the archi-
tecture: in the dining room, a snake slithers
across the strip oak flooring to lift its head as

the dining table's base. Along the walkway
connecting the buildings, several steel lintels
remain unpainted, their red rust flowing
down the concrete block walls.

\7hile a kinship can be drawn between
Mockbee's art and that of other contempo-
rary practitioners, from Antoine Predock's
regionally allusive work to Scogin Elam &
Bray's uninhibited essays, the Cook House is

Sam Mockbee's own-a wide-open, inten-
tionally unrefined building with a down-
home Mississippi accent.

At the owners' direction, there is no at-
tempt to impress with finery of detail or ma-

terial. Unpainted concrete block, simply
detailed gypsum board, corrugated metal,
and exposed steel structure comprise the un-
pretentious palette for Mockbee's bold,
though private, contemporary statement.
The architect marries an intentionally direct
surface with underlying sophistication of in-
tent. Like Faulkner, whom Mockbee trea-
sures, this building evokes what went before,

yet speaks directly to our own time. I

-RoeERr 
A. Il 4 Jn.

cq)x HousE
oxFoRD, MrsslsslPPl

orflNERs:Jim and Rhonda Cook
aRcHtrEcr: Mockbee-Coker Architects, Jackson,
Mississippi-Samuel Mockbee (principal-in-
charge); L. Coleman Coker, Spence Kellum
(design team)
GENERAL coNTRAcroa: Bobby Castel Construction
cosr $120,000-$88/square foot
PHorocRAPllER: Timothy Hursley/The Arkansas
Office
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Ou House

Hillsborough, California
Kobeou Associates, Architect

F amily Affalr
SPLAYED ALONG A RIDGE IN A RESIDENTIAL

community 10 miles south of San Francisco,

stuccoed boxes create a rambling asscmblage

that doesn't look like a house. The monu-
mental complex of earth-coltlred volumes
and industrial sash windows bcars no resem-

blance to its hacienda-style neighbors. Yet

three generations makc their home in the

11,000-square-foot, nine-bedroom structure,

which has settled quietly into its neigl.rbor-

hood despite initial controversy.

Tl're stuccocd volumes are home to the
Kobe-Ou clan. whicl.r includes Thiwan native

Joy Ou and l-rer Califbrnia-born l.rusband,

Tim Kobe, founders of the San Francisco ar-

chitectural firm Kobeou Associates. Their
house for themselves and their extended fam-

ily provides shelter on a grand scale, bringing
together several traditions under one rooL

Ou's parents, the clients for tl-re house , are

a successful tiwan-based couple u.itl.r busi-

ness interests on the \fest Coast. Their tastes

are sophisticated; they did not want a tradi-
tional Chinese house, but one that reflected

the Japanese influences they felt growing up

in Taiwan. Kobe and Ou, who have two cl.ril-

dren, share a fascination for the work of the

early Modernists in Europe. Ou's three Tai-

wanese siblings and their families also flnd
haven within the structure during extended

visits to the United States.

The design of the house resolves the fam-

ily's disparate views. The rambling nature of
the massing is certainly Californian in the

way that it appears informal and unplanned.

Beginning with the idea of a Chinese court-
yard house, Kobe and Ou bisected the open

square and defined two U-shaped halves that
each embrace a semicor-rrt, one facing east,

the other west. Linking the two halves is an

entrance hallway that plays a Beaux Arts-in-
spired axial role: from a single point within
the inscribed square of the entry hall, long,

sunlit corridors are visible, leading to tl-re

common living spaces on the northern side of
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Portico (left) leads to
monumental hallway

that separates private

aneas lnom communal

living and dining
area (plans). West
courtyard (facing

page, top) is flanked
by grandparents'

wing. Priwte volumes

for family members
include a greenhouse

where the grand-

father grows orchids
(facing page, bottom
left) and the grand-

mother's Buddha

tower (facing page,

bottom right).

1

11

SECOND FLOOR

f: - ,r--l

1 ENTRANCE

2 LIVING ROOI\4

3 DINING ROOI\,4

4 BREAKFAST ROOI\,4

5 KITCHEN

5 FAMILY ROOM

7 GAME ROOIVI

8 BEDROON,4

9 GREENHOUSE

10 GARAGE

11 MASTER BEDROOM

12 DECK

13 SERVANTS
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the house and to three separate sleeping
quartefs on the south.

The simple palette of materials ranges

from stucco and concrete block to industrial
sash windows with cedar frames. As materials
get closer to the inhabitants, they grow
softer; split-faced block becomes ground-
faced, for example, producing a gentler tex-
ture and surface. On the stuccoed portions, a

three-color mix was applied, its base coat
mustard-colored with blue and green dashed

into the surface for more richness and depth.
All the exterior colors are derived from the
site's natural features_gray from the stone

ourcropping and brown from the bark of the
surrounding live oak trees.

The monumental, strongly volumetric
qualities of the exterior are a result of Ou's
fascination with Swedish architect Gunnar
Asplund. Kobe, on the other hand, cites
Adolf Loos as his inspiration for a spatial
compression-in which rooms and volumes
intersect and change height, each more dra-
maric in contrast with the other.

Although the predominant esthetic seems

to be 'Western, rhe assemblage embodies

some important Eastern influences. The
house was designed to conform to certain
principles of feng shui, rhe ancient Chinese
practice that prescribes the proper placement

of all openings to ensure good fortune for the

inhabitants. Ou's mother brought her knowl-
edge and skills to this aspect of the design,
making certain that a door at the foot of a

bed was moved to another wall. so that the
occupant's spirit would not escape in the
middle of the night and never return. At the
highest point on the site overlooking the en-

tire house, Kobe and Ou placed a 28-foot-
high tower, a small room where Mrs. Ou
talks with Buddha and blesses the house and

family three times a day.

The house took five years from initial
concept to completion. The architects' first
scheme, a l9-bedroom exttav?ganz4 resem-

bled a small motel. Kobeou developed this
huge, sprawling design primarily to convince
Mrs. Ou that it wasn't necessary for each

family member to have a bedroom. After the
nine-bedroom scheme was completed, the
project underwent a detailed community de-

sign review. The neighbors protested that the
house was too big, and that Americans didn't
live this way. They refused to approve the
plans. Undeterred, Kobe and Ou fought the
ruling and good fortune prevailed. The house

that they built stands as a testament to the
values of family life----even if it doesn't reflect

the typical American way. I
-SHeroN Lsn Rvorr

Sharon Lee Rlder is a San Francisco-based writer.

Gorridor leading to dining room is skylit
(bottom left), as is monumental entrance hall
(bottom right). Frcestanding stair is posi-

tioned within a copper-clad enclosurc, with a
view of Mt. Diablo framed in glass wall.
Wndow of master bedrcom (facing page, top)
frames intimate views of live oak trces.
Sharcd lMng room (facing page, bottom left)
opens to linear corridor. Kitchen with
stainless steel range hood (facing page,

bottom riglrt) opens to daylit brcakfast arca.

OU HOUSE
HILLSBOROUGH, CALIFORI{IA

owNERs:Jong Fa and Chen Ching Ou
ARCHITEGT Kobeou Associates, San Francisco,

California-Tim Kobe, Joy Ou (principals); Scott
\Tilliams (proiect architect); Kris Berglund, Cory
Creath, Matt Davis, Sima Farroshi, Eugene Hu,
Craig Mckinroy, Pennis Chew (assistants)

LANDSCAPE ARCHIIECTT 5M Landscaping
ENG|NEERS: Joe Born (structural); PSC Consultants
Inc. (civil)
GENERAL OONTRACTOR: Ryan Associates
cosr $3.3 million-$300/square foot
PHoTocR lPtlER: Richard Barnes. exceot as noted
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IN UPSTATE NE\(/ YORK, A 1,000-SQUARE-

foot weekend house designed by Dennis
\(edlick proves that there's plenty of room
for inventiveness even within a historicist
framework. In fact, \Tedlick's inventions may
figure all the more vividly against such a

backdrop oftradition.
Inspired by the geometry of the Shingle

Style rather than its ornament, the New York
architect openly responded to picturesque
precedents, but he boldly reinterpreted such

well-worn forms in a contemporary idiom. In
doing so, the architect was determined to re-

fute the common wisdom that a building
must mirror tradition to be regional, and

shun historical references to be Modern.
\fith a nod to the exaggerated gable of

McKim, Mead & N?'hite's Low House,'Wed-
lick's grand gesture is a 40-foot-high roof.

But unlike the sweeping diagonal planes of
the 1887 residence, which anchor that struc-

ture to the landscape, \Tedlick has created a

high vertical profile that stands like an iso-

lated obiect on a pristine hillside.

As if reaching for the sky, the architect

sharpened the roofs pitch to a very steep 65

degrees. This geometrical form provides the

first glimpse of the house-just the tip-top of
the peak-as it is approached from the west

along a winding country road. After turning
into the drive of the l2-acre site, the house

disappears until a curve is rounded and its

north facade, which appears precariously

perched on an excavated, grassy knoll, sud-

denly comes into view.
"It was always a question of how small I

could go," explains \Tedlick of his response

to a modest budget. His personal limit
proved to be a footprint of 20 by 25 feet, the

minimum parameters to accommodate Iiving

and dining rooms, kitchen, and bath on the

first floor. To steal a few more square feet and

to express the interior functions, the architect

broke out of the box with changes in massing

and materials. The floor-to-ceiling windows

The DeVito & Wedlick House stands 4O feet

tall on its exciayated knoll (facing page).

The front dormer is a miniature of the house

(top left), while the rear dormer cnowns the

stairway tower (bottom left). The south

elevation is designed as a series of stacked

geometric volumes (center left).





when the county building code required two
sets ofstairs between certain floors, Chatham
took advantage of that constraint and elabo-
rated upon the stairs as a design feature.

Chatham conceived the first hsu5s-1hs
Forsythe ffeu5s-25 if it were a miniature
skyscraper, placing the service core and stairs

in the middle of the building, where they
form a key part of its structural system as

well as divide the floors. The architect
treated the second house-his own, known
as the Pugin House-as a bridge, by fatten-
ing the side walls to become abutmentlike
piers that contain stairs and services, Ieaving

the space between the piers as open rooms.

He conceived the third-the Goodnough
Heu5s-25 a hybrid of the previous two,
with the stairs placed on the south side and

the services in the middle.
Chatham adopted remarkably different

arrirudes toward the character of each house.

The Forsythe House, built for a jewelry maker

and her family, is designed as an urban loft,
with 1930s-era industrial motifs and a roof
terrace inspired by Le Corbusier. Chatham's

own house is a bold, Modernist statement,
with a mixture of graphics and materials that
reflects his interests in multiculturalism and

high-tech machinery. The third, designed as

a getaway for husband-and-wife physicians

and their four children, is the most conserva-

tive of the three, demonstrating Chatham's

ability to work within the confines of a more

mainstream vocabulary. Freed from fulfilling
Seaside's prescribed requirements for free-

standing cottages and bungalows, Chatham

concentrated on developing highly personal-

ized interior spaces that address each owner's

particular needs and fantasies. He reinforced

Robert Davis's goal of offering something for

everyone in this holiday town by showing
how flexible the row house type can be-
whether the owners want a shop or bedrooms

on the first level, a flat deck or vaulted roof

on top, or a sophisticated urban loft or cozy

beach getaway inside.

In designing three diverse row houses,

Chatham has set a precedent for variety in
what promises to be one of the most intrigu-
ing neighborhoods at Seaside. And although

he has acquired a reputation for being an ar-

chitectural rebel-with-a-cause in this resort,

Chatham contends his investigations will
help him design future infill row house pro-

iects in New York and other urban centers.

"I've been able to use Ruskin Place as a labo-

ratory" he says. "I see the solution to a lot of
housing problems in these buildings."

-Eowano 
GuNrs
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The west side of Chatham's own houser with

balcony, faces Ruskin Place (above); the east

side overlooks a private beach (below and

facing page). Both sides are screened by ma'

hogany shutters to shade interior spaces.

Pugin House
STATTER CHATHAM NAMED HIS ONTN HOUSE

after Augustus N7elby Northmore Pugin, the
1lth-century British architect who rried to
promote a consistent style for Roman
Catholic churches throughout England. In a

sense, Chatham sees himself as fulfilling a

similar role for Seaside. "Pugin tried to deter-
mine a building style that was appropriate to
his time," explains the 4O-year-old architect,
"and I'm trying to find an evocation for con-
temporafy times."

Designed for himsell his wife-artist and

furniture designer Mary Adams Chatham-
and their three children, the Pugin House oc- 

i

cupies a corner lot, giving it one free and one '

attached side wall. The 2,400-square-foot 
I

building is constructed of concrete block
piers with a wood infill structure of floors and

frames. Clad in artificial stucco and exuding

an almost N7rightian appearance, the load-
bearing piers contain all of the services-a
galley-style kitchen, bathrooms, and closets

on the attached south side, and the stairs and

an elevator on the free north side. Like the

abutments of a bridge, this poch6 permits a

free interior that can either be partitioned or
left completely open throughout the Iength
of the house. Chatham placed the Iiving
space on the top floor, where views and

breezes are best, and the sleeping spaces on

the second floor, designating the street-level

space as a workshop.
A 14-foot-high corrugated metal vault

spans the living room and is fully insulated

and covered with a second msl2l v2ul6-13-
strained so only a thin, curved profile is visi-

ble from the street. Although a roof deck

would have provided a view of the beach two

blocks away, Chatham opted to bring the

beach to his house instead. He did so by cre-

ating, on the east side, a 20-by-30-foot out-

door space covered with sand, planted with
two sycamore trees, and partitioned from the

street at the property line by a striped frame

that supports a privacy curtain. All of his in-
terior doors and cabinets are patterned in
checkerboard5-2 1sf61sn6e to his first house

at Seaside. "My children love those checker-

boards." Chatham quips.

ARGHITECT; Walter F. Chatham, Architect, New
York City-lJ7alter Chatham (proiect architect);

Evans Simpson (project architect)

ENGINEER: Ross Dalland (structural)

GENERAL OONTRACTOR: 1WATNCTWOTKS

cosn $2to,ooo-$ 104/square foot
PHOTOGRAPHER: Michael Moran





Ghatham placed the lMng space on the top
level beneath a corrugated metal vault (facing

page) to capturc brcezes and views. (Xf

second-floor bedrcom, a balcony (top left)
overlooks Ruskin Place. Third-floor stainvay
landing (below left) offers views of elerrator
motor and lower levels. Stripes and checker-
boards, designed by Ghatham on a computer,
designate differcnt floors: blue on the first,
yellow on the second, and green on the third.

THIRD FLOOR

. n

\
GROUND FLOOR

.I BEACH

2 STUDIO

3 ELEVATOR

BEDROOM

LIVING ROOM

GALLEY KITCHEN

4

5

6

SECTION LOOKING SOUTH
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Goodnough House
THE GOODNOUGH HOUSE DESIGNED FOR

husband-and-wife physicians and their four
children-is most in keeping with traditional
expectations of beach resort living at Seaside.
ri(ith its pastel-colored finishes and clearly
defined living spaces, it is the most conven-
tional of Chatham's designs, synthesizing the

organization of the Forsythe House and the

Pugin House, which abuts the site.

Like the neighboring Pugin House, the
shell of the 2,400-square-foot Goodnough
House is constructed of reinforced concrete
and concrete block, and contains stairs run-
ning up the south side. Its living room, din-
ing room, and kitcl-ren are located on the

third floor, reached by an elevator; the mas-

ter bedroom and a child's bedroom occupy
the second level. But, as in the Forsythe
House across the street, fooms are separated

by central service zones that contain kitchen,
bathrooms, and iaundry. On the first two lev-

els, tl-rese zones extend from the north wall;
on tl.re top level, the kitchen projects closer to
the center. Two children's bedrooms occupy
the first level in lieu of a retail space.

Chatham gave the house a traditional, al-

most tropical appearance, with top-hinged
wooden shutters and wood siding. At the

same time, he rendered the interior subtly in-
dustrial in character, with such elements as

galvanized-pipe towel bars and a perforated-

plywood-clad stair leading to tl.re roof. The
architect popped up the roof line on the east

and west sides to make room for two tiers of
double-hung windows that introduce more

light to the third level. He also exposed the

steel elevator cables that run directly above

the dining table as a design feature; they
move noticeably whenever the elevator is in
use. The main concession to the architect's
Modernist leanings is an angular, corrugated

metal stair tower on the roof that leads to a

pergola-covered terrace. Such roof elements
afford panoramic views of the Gulf of Mexico

two blocks away, but are permitted under
Seaside's design code only ifthey are set back

from the front and rear facades.

oWNERS: Tim Goodnough and
Mary Ellen Kleinhenz
ARcHlrEcr Valter F. Chatham. Architect, New
York City-'Walter Chatham (project architect);
Evans Simpson (project architect)
ENGINEER: Ross Dalland (structural)
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: \VAf NCTWOTKS-

Michael \Warner

cosri \Withheld at owner's request
PHOTOGRAPHER: Michael Moran
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Double-hung windows, wood siding, and shut-
ters give the Goodnough House (above, left
in photo) a traditional look. Chatham popped

up the roof on the east and west sides to
admit more light into third-story lMng spaces
(bottom). Roof deck (below) features pergola.
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SECTION LOOKING NORTH

FIRST FLOOR PLAN

1 STUDIO

2 BEDROOM

3 LIVING/DINING/KITCHEN



Forsythe House
THE FORSYTHE HOUSE, FACING CHATHAM'S

other two houses across Ruskin Place, was

designed for a Chicago jewelry maker and
her family. In keeping with the Arts and
Crafts theme of Ruskin Place, the Forsythes

requested a first-level studio, with a kitchen
in back and living spaces above. "They had a
very strong idea of what they *2n1sd-an
open plan with no interior walls except
around the bathrooms and closets and laun-
dry room," Chatham explains. "They were
thinking of it as a traditional urban loft
building, with modifications for the fact that
it was at the beach."

Chatham responded by creating a 2,O0O-
square-foot house that was conceived in plan
like a skyscraper, with a central service core
wrapped by stairs and surrounded by open
space. Reinforced by steel columns, the core
forms not only part of rhe structural sys-
tem-which had to be able to withstand
Florida hu11i62ns5-but serves as rhe sole
spatial divider in the building. On the firsr
floor, the architecr planned a jewelry-making
workshop on the side facing Ruskin Place
and a double-height kitchen and dining
space on the side away from it. On the sec-
ond floor, he located rhe living room at the
east end to overlook the kitchen and dining
area; he topped the building with two bed-
rooms and a tower room on the roof deck.

Befitting a jewelry makeq the interior is
finished with merallic surfaces, including alu-
minum paint on the sheetrock around the
service core and copper paint on the shingled
kitchen walls. Such touches evoke the indus-
trial esthetic of early Modernism, a period
that fascinates Chatham. The same esrheric
influenced the design of the tower room,
which leads ro a roof deck that contrasts with
the urban intensity of the house below. It is
designed ro express the core pushed up
through the roofofthe house, "a little pavilion
in the tradition ofl.e Corbusier," according to
the architect. "In terms of architectural ex-
pression and lack of embellishment," claims
Chatham, "rhe Forsythe House is the most
orthodox Modern building in Seaside." I

oWt{ERS: NTilliam and Mary Florence Forsythe
ARGHITEGT: rJfalter F. Chatham, Archirect.
New York City-Walter Charham (architect);
George Perkins (project architect)
ENGTNEER: Ross Dalland (structural)
CENERAL OONTRACTOX; \flal1srwed<s-
Michael \Tarner
eosr $ 1 80,000-$90/square foot
PHOToGR tPttER: Michael Moran

East (above left) and west (above right)
facades arc constructed of concrete frames
filled in with glass doors and wood siding.
Solid central cone is expnessed as an opening
on the exterior. Two-story kitchen.dining
space (below) features metallic finishes.
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Gonanicut lsland House

Rhode lsland
Bausman-Gill Associates. Architects

Re gion aI Roots
KAREN BAUSMAN AND LESLIE GILL, URBANE

young architects steeped in the sophisti-
cated milieu of New York City, hesitate to
describe their work as "romantic regional-
ism." But their design for a house on the
Rhode Island coast evokes not only images of
the local historic vernacular, but the architec-

ture of the owner's rural Pennsylvania roots.

The single-level plan, indoor pool, and 45-
degree sloped roofs are features the architects
attribute to the client's requirements, but
they naturally lent themselves to intercon-
nected traditional forms of modest scale.

Bausman and Gill have taken these regional

forms as the raw material of their design and

pushed them through their own architectonic

filter, raising the common to the uncommon.

New England architecture, particularly a

photo ofan early-l9th-century church in Ex-

eter that the architects discovered in Henry-

Russell Hitchcock's Rhode Island Architecture,

inspired the taut, enclosing walls and the

solid form of a gabled roof hovering above a

delicate vertical structure. Thll, painted metal

roofs shelter the house's two primary compo-

nents, the living spaces and the pool house,

while a smaller gable crowns the guest wing.
Agarage at the northern edge ofthe house is

topped by a flat roof,

The brick columns that support the roof
of the pool house are pushed to the ma-

hogany-clad exterior, in contrast to the main

volume's structure, which is pulled inside.
"\7e wanted this tight skin to have depth
and hierarchy, within a shallow plane," ex-

plains Gill. Vertical mahogany battens on the

exterior denote the location of interior
columns; more delicate vertical members cre-

ate a frame into which shuttered windows are

inserted. The walls seem to constantly change

character throughout the day, like one of the

architects' shadow boxes (AncHtrnctun-n, Oc-

tober 1991, pages 50-53) turned inside out.

Conceptually, the architects view the

wooden walls as opaque, so that only maior

C'abled wings
(axonometric) are

ioined by
brcezeway (top left)
that connects pool

house to main

house. Standing-
seam metal rcof
(facing page, top)
floats above

mahogany wall of
east elevation,
designed to denote

structurc. Pool
housets south wall
(facing page,

bottom) is articu-
lated by exposed
structural columns.
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View from entry
(right) reveals
exposed trusswork
and living room
beyond, with
kitchen to the right
and bedrcom to the

left. Intricate struts
weave between

trusses above living
room and dining
area (below). Pool

house (facing page)

connects main

house to guest wing
at rean

-..1

:,

elements of the interior structure are trans-
lated to the exterior. "The idea is that the
walls read like an X-ray of what's behind
them," notes Gill. The heaviest divisions
within the walls are horizontal cross-battens

that define the zones of fenestration. Other
divisions appear as notations of the 2-by-6
framing within the walls.

Bay windows are one element common to
New England architecture that Bausman-Gill
handled in an uncommon way. Projecting
from the east-facing bedroom and the west-
facing dining room, they are angled to capture
views of the waterfront and a terraced garden

respectively; in plan, the pair contributes to a

diagonal geometry that cuts back and forth
across the house and terminates in a corner
window in the guest bedroom. According to
Bausman, this window placement creates "a

ribbon of light that weaves through the
plan," a counterpoint to the twists and turns
of trusswork in the house. The divisions of
the bay windows appear artfully random at

first, but their patterns are based on the sarne

system used on the exterior walls.

The interiors, explains Bausman, convey
"a quality of light found in Pennsylvania
barns, filtered through the structure." The
open trusswork in the main house is indeed

barnlike, embellished with an intricate sys-

tem offir struts that intedock like a cat's cra-

dle high above enclosures housing kitchen
and bedroom. The pool-house ceiling struts
twist off axis, seeming to terminate behind a

wall that leads to the guest wing.
Although the exposed structure and build-

ing skin suggest a Japanese esthetic, the ar-

chitects insist this effect wasn't intended.
"\(/e went back to the fundamentalism of
American architecture," Gill claims, "and

translated it into contemporary forms." I
-MrcuenrJ. Cnosntr

COT{AI{ICUT ISLAND HOUSE
RHODE ISLAND

ARcHITECTS: Bausman-Gill Associates, New York
City-Karen Bausman, Leslie Gill (partners-in-
charge); Adi Shamir (associate); Alison Berger,
Paivi Jaaskelainen, Clarissa Matthews, Bette
Miller, Tim Schollaert (design team); Carl Miller
(model); Elizabeth Alford, Alex Porter, Homa
Shoiaie (presentation drawings)
LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTS: Plimpton Associates

ENGTNEERST \Tilbur E. Yoder/The Yoder
Corporation (structural)
FIREPLAGE DESIGN & PAlt{Tl!{GS: \Tilliam Prichett
GENERIIL CONTRAGTOn: Kevin Brennan / Home
Grown Homes
CoNSTRUGTIOI{ MtllUlGER: William Prichett
cost STithheld at owners' request
PHoTocRAPHER: Jeff Goldberg /Esto
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Technoloty & Practice info
Information on building construction. professional development, and events

San Francisco Energy Genter
IT IS RARE FORA UTILITY COMPANY'S PROJECT

to receive the unmitigated praise of the power
industry government, and environmental
movements. But just such a unanimous en-
dorsement occurred at the December opening
of the Pacific Gas and Electric (pc*n) com-
pany's Pacific Energy Center in downtown
San Francisco. The 2J,000-square-foot build-
ing is designed as an interactive "energy col-
lege" to teach archi-
tects, engineers,

builders, and designers

about energy conserva-
tion technologies. The

$7.1 million facility is

the centerpiece of
PG&E'S aggressive at-
tempt to meet 7) per-
cent of the Bay Area's
future energy demands

by means of conserva-

tion rather than invest-
ment in new powef
plants. Located within a

remodeled 1920s-era
concrete-frame wafe-
house, it incorporates a

state-of-the-art pro-
grammable chiller with

Pacific Energy Center (top) contains
displays such as a cutaway house
(above) to teach energy conservation.

At the beginning of a project, for example,
an architect might visit the center to become
better acquainted with pc&E's rebate incen-
tives for energy conservation, or with new
energy saving products
and strategies. During
conceptual design, a

meeting with one or more
of the center's consultants
might point the way to a
building's overall energy
strategy. N7hen develop-
ing a design, an entire
project team could meet
at the center to work on
product choices in a
mock-up lab. For more in-
formation, call (800) 468-
4143. 

-P4y1p 
Monrar

and urban-design mod-
els to be rotated, pre-
cisely simulating light
and shadow conditions
at different times of
the day and year. A day-
lighdng lab with scale

models of individual
rooms viewed at eye

Ievel allows observers to
examine how glass

products and shading
techniques affect inte-
rior light.

Kathleen Cruise,

PG&E'S project archi-
tect, predicts the center
will be useful in all
phases of design work.

tEcts{cAl. o|GEar

Strustural deslgn
d sel ioist roofs

to resist
UruFTLOADS

@ffifao,rrr**

thermal storage tanks, an example of the
:onservation methods taught within the labs
and exhibits ofthe two-story srructure. Lou-
vered sunscreens, skylights, and high-effi-
:iency light bulbs are all connected ro com-
puter-controlled sensors to further conserve
:nergy throughout rhe building.

The second floor and part ofthe roofare
levored to laboratories for experimenting
with alternative energy products and designs
rnder the guidance ofpc*r's technical con-
;ultants. In the research library, center staff
rrovide computerized database searches,

vhile an HVAC demonstration area enables
lifferent indoor environmenrs to be simulated
rnd compared. In a lighting lab, architects
ran test combinations of natural and artificial
Llternatives. A heliodon station, or "sun ma-
:hine," allows three-dimensional architecrural

l{ew Roofing Literaturc Released

Metric Gonvenrion
CURRINTLY ONLY THREE NATIONS-BURMA,
Liberia, and the United States-have failed
to adopt the metric system, but that will
soon change. According to the Metric Usage
Act, amended by Congress in 1988, federal
government agencies are required to convert
from the English system of measurement to
the metric system by September 30, 1992.In

January, the General Services Administrarion
began overseeing several "pilot projects" to
study the effect of metric conversion on
building costs. A construction subcommittee
of the Interagency Council on Metric Policy
(the organization responsible for coordinating
the federal government's conversion) has set

a goal ofJanuary l, 1994, for all federal con-
struction to be configured in metric measure-

ments. A recently published \4-page guide
entitled "Metric Guide for Federal Construc-
tion" is now available from the National In-
stiture of Building Sciences (NIBS) to help the
construction industry prepare metric drawings
and specifications under the new require-
ments. Based on the conversion experience of
such countries as Canada and the United
Kingdom, the guide points out that architec-
ture and engineering firms have required
less than one week to "think and produce" in
metric. Firms have also found the system
faster and less prone to calculation errors
than feet and inches. For more information,
conract: NrBS (202) 289-1800. I

-M.S.H.

The Steel loist Institute recently
rcvised its technical publication (left)

on the eflects of wind uplift on roofs
suppoded by steel joists. For more
information, call: (8O3) 4/9-O4a7. A
new 35-page brochure from the
American Plywood Association on non-
residential roof systems contains
recommendations and design data for
structural wood panels and glulam
beams. For more information, contact:
(206) 565-6600.
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Selection guidelines

THE FOLLOVING STEPS ARE DESIGNED TO

help practitioners determine which roofing
materials and systems are most appropriate
for certain types ofprojects:
r It is vital to understand how long the
client expects the roofto last. Architects
should be aware of how much commitment
the owner plans to make toward periodic
maintenance. If the owner is unwilling to al-
locate sufficient funds for maintenance, a

conservative, durable system should be speci-

fied. For example, if the owner is unlikely to
reapply a bituminous coating of tar to a

smooth-surface built-up membrane, an ag-

gregate-surface finish should be specified.

r It is important for architects and building
owners to avoid relying on long-term roof
warranties, with which manufacturers may

Additional plies (below) and integrally llashed
platforms and curbs (detail, bottom) protect
membranes lrom contaminants exhausted
by vents and lrom air and water infiltration
around mechanical equipment.

certi$r roofs to last as long as 20 years. \7hile
a warranty may provide some relief to some
types of problems, it does nor necessarily keep

water out of the building, so owners should
still have the roofperiodically inspected to
note and rectifi' any system deficiencies in
their infancy. Architects should recommend
that owners inspect all roofs in the spring
and fall to benefit the most from their initial
investment. These seasons of the year are the
best times to observe problems associated

with inadequate drainage, which could lead

to eventual moisture damage. Most building
owners fail to inspect roofs, which shortens
the roof s life expectancy and leaves owners
unaware of problems until they become seri-
ous. These periodic inspections should be

performed by a professional roofing contrac-
tor or someone with similar knowledge of the
installed system. \When problems are caught
early, the cost of repairs is minimized and

disruptions of operations within the building
are often avoided.

I Architects should determine the amount
of circulation that will take place on the roof.
If a great deal offoot traffic will be required
for maintaining HVAC equipment, a durable
roofsystem such as an aggre1ate-surface,

built-up, or modified bitumen membrane is

preferable. If a single-ply membrane is speci-

fied, walkway pads should at least be placed
in high-traffic areas and around mechanical
equipment.
r \When designing the roofing system,

architects should consider the attributes of
additional durability. For example, specifying

a four-ply built-up membrane in lieu of a
three-ply membrane will be more conserva-

tive. Or selecting a protective cover board
ofperlite or wood fiberboard over plastic foam

insulation for an aggregate ballasted, single-
ply membrane will minimize damage or

crushing of foam insulation when the top layer

ofballast is installed. Such a cover board

will avoid reducing the effective R-value of
the roof system.

I Determine whether roof systems will be

contaminated by building exhaust or pollu-
tants from neighboring buildings. For exam-

ple, animal or vegetable fats exhausted from
a kitchen can damage some types of roof
membranes, such as single-ply EPDM (ethylene

propylene diene monomer). If contamination
is likely, the membrane should be protected

with appropriate coatings or additional plies,

both of which must eventually be replaced,

but which serve to prevent damage to the

base membrane. Depending on the nature

of the contaminant, another type of mem-

brane may be required.
r Determine the effect of environmental
conditions, such as wind, solar radiation (heat

and ultraviolet light), snow, rain, hail, and
seismic activity. Local building codes will
typically provide only minimum design crite-
ria for most environmental loads. Unusual
site conditions or building configurations may
require load calculations by architects and

engineers that exceed the minimum code val-
ues. For example, a building with unusually
Iarge door openings, such as an aircraft
hangar, will likely experience greater wind
uplift pressures on the roof than would be
predicted by code.
I Research what code provisions are applic-
able for the design of a specific roofing sys-

tem. (All three model building codes have a

chapter regarding roof construction.)

Adequate slope and proper drainage (photo

and detail below) arc critical for the long-
term maintenance of the roof system, but
they do not substitute for periodic inspection
to ensurc perfonnanoe.

ROOF DRAIN

1 DECKCLAMP

2 STRAINER

3 CLAMPING BING

4 METALFLASHING

5 SLOPED MEMBRANE WITH INSULATION

TAPERED TO DRAIN

9
z

F
l f

1

2

3

4

INSULATION

METAL FRAIVIE

COUNTERFLASHING

BASE FLASHING

FIBER CANT STRIP

OPTIONAL WOOD BLOCK FASTENED TO DECK

CURB DETAIL AT AIR.CONDITIONING UNITS
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r Inquire if the building's insurer has cer-
tain requirements related to the roof which
must be incorporated into the design. The
most common special provisions are those
promulgated by Factory Mutual. For example,
Factory Mutual has established minimum
and maximum thickness limitations on spe-
cific insulation boards depending on the
type and manufacturer.
r If the client owns other buildings, discern
whether he or she has a preference for certain
materials or systems.
I Determine the type of materials and sys-

tems with which local roofing conrractors
are most experienced.

If the material being considered is fairly
new (with fewer than 10 years in commercial
applications), carefully scrutinize its actual
in-service performance. Research what labo-
ratory testing and field experience the manu-
facturer has completed with the product
under climatic conditions similar to rhose
where the building will be located.
I Regardless of the type of materials or sys-
tems, provide adequate slope for drainage.
This simple task can gready enhance perfor-
mance and minimize problems. To achieve
such drainage, a designed slope of lq-inch
per foot is typically sufficient. However, for
Iong spans, deflection ofa roofs support
members can create excessive ponding for
even Y<-inch slope. The NRCA Roofing and
IV'at etp ro ofi ng Man ua I provides additional in-
Formation for assessing slope requirements
lor these special conditions.

For reroofing, a smaller slope of Ys-inch
per foot may be suitable, since allowances
[or differential building settlement and con-
ttruction tolerances for the srrucrure are nor
applicable. If the roof drains within 48 hours
rfter rainfall, it is considered adequately
;loped. However, if such a minimal slope is

Jesigned, field measurements should be
:aken during the design phase to determine
whether the substrate (roof deck or existing
nembrane), over which the newly applied
:oof will be laid, is sufficiently pitched to pre-
/ent water from ponding.

inergy eflicient roofs
\RCHITECTS CAN DESIGN ROOF SYSTEMS

;hat minimize energy consumption, saving
reating or cooling costs for the building
rwner. Energy consumptioo guidelines and
'equirements can be found in the model
>uilding codes or ASHRAE 9O.I-89 (commer-
:ial buildings) or 90.A-80 (residential).
Vhen designing an energy efficient roof,
:onsider the following guidelines:

r Heat loss due to mechanical fasteners and
gaps between insulation boards is ofren over-
Iooked by the architect. Such gaps lower the
actual R-value of the roof system and prelim-
inary calculations often fail to address these
factors. Architects should specify two layers
ofinsulation to allow the insulation board
joints on one layer to be offset from the joints
above, thereby minimizing gaps rhat permit
heat loss through the roof system. If the in-
sulation is mechanically attached to the roof
deck, selecting a two-layer sysrem will allow
the first layer to be mechanically attached
and the second layer to be secured with hot
asphalt. This attachment method will mini-
mize the conduction of heat through conrin-
uous fasteners from the interior ofthe roof
system to the extefior. For more comprehen-
sive information on designing better insu-
lated roof systems, rhe American Society for
Testing and Marerials (asrlr) publication
STP 9t9 discusses heat loss due ro mechanical
fasteners and gaps between insulation boards
(see Roofing Resources, page 8!).
r The color of the roof plays a major role in
surface temperature and, as a result, in en-
ergy consumption. Cold climates warranr
dark roofs, whereas light colors are preferable
in hot climates. A 1989 document from
Oak Ridge National Laboratory (onwr-6527)
details criceria for estimating energy con-
sumption based upon color.
r rVhen speciS'ing phenolic, polyisocyanu-
rate, or extruded polystyrene insulation,
architects should consider that the R-value of
these producrs decreases over rime (Ancnt-
rECruRl, February 1991, pages 93-98).
\fhen specifiiing the required total R-value,
it should be based upon the "in-service"
(long-term) R-value of the installed product.
For polyisocyanurate insulation, NRCA rec-
ommends an R-value of 5.6 per inch of thick-
ness. For in-service values ofphenolic and
extruded polystyrene, consult with the man-
ufacturer to determine appropriate roofing
insulation thicknesses.
r \7ith some roofs, a vapor retarder is

needed to avoid condensation problems that
reduce R-value and can cause deterioration of
the roof and deck. Guidelines for determin-
ing when a vapor retarder is needed are
found in the NRC4 Roofing ancl \Vaterproofing
Manual. Flowever, the U.S. Army's Cold
Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(cRlrt) recently found that buildings with
high interior humidity can experience unac-
ceptably high levels ofcondensation, even
when the buildings are located in warm cli-
mates. Therefore, the CRREL recommends

Light-colored coatings cian be applied to the
surface of dark modified bitumen and built-up
roof systems (top) in order to enhance their
energy pedormance by reducing heat gains
for buildings located in warm climates. In
terms of esthetics, however, the unsightly
radge seams where white single-ply mem-
brane sheets are joined may be visible
(second from top). White rooftops can also
be easily discolored by contaminants
exhausted around ventilation equipment (third
frcm top) and sediment from ponding water
(above). lf a more uniform appearance is
desired, a paver- or aggregate-ballasted roof
system finish should be specified.
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installing a vapor retarder in such cases, but
the NRCA does not. The NRc,a Energy Manual
recognizes the validity of the cnRnr updated

refinement, and the CRREL recommendations

should be considered. They are available in
the proceedings ofthe ninth Conference on
Roofing Technology.

Preventing wind uplift
\rIND RESISTANCE IS CRITICAT TO THE DE.

sign ofany roof, since injury can occur from
debris blowing off the top of a building, and

interior damage can result from water pene-

trating a torn or damaged system. \7ind
uplift loads for membrane and metal-panel
roof systems should conform with building
codes and be calculated to accommodate an-

ticipated live loads.

For built-up and single-ply roof systems,

Attention to edge details and designing a

system impermeable to air infiltration arc

critical to resisting wind damage. For metal

rcof edges (below right) a hearry-gauge

extended cleat edge (below left) offers
greater protection from high winds than

comparative standard flashing details for
metal fascias (bottom).

EDGE FLASHING FOR ENHANCED WIND RESISTANCE

1 22-GAUGE CLEAT
(HEAVIER IN HIGH WIND ENVIRONMENTS)

2 ANNULAR OR SCREW-SHANK NAILS,

1 1/4" MINIMUM PENETRATION, 18'ON CENTER

3 3/4" METAL EDGE (1" IN HIGH WIND ENVIRONI\4ENTS)

methods of securing metal edge flashing,
coping, and gutters are also critical to wind
resistance. The architect should propedy de-

sign and detail these metal components and
the wooden nailers to which they attach.

Nailer uplift loads should be calculated and

sufficient fasteners specified to accommodate
wind. Architects frequently speciS' too light
a gauge for cleats and an inadequate number
of cleat fasteners, often improperly located,

or they detail too short an edge lip for inter-
locking the secured cleat to the metal fascia
(see detail, below left). \Wood nailers, espe-

cially when designed to be attached to a brick
wall, are likewise commonly designed with
too few fasteners. NRCA's In t ernat i ona I J ouma I
of Roofing Technology (Volume 2, l99O) t'n-

cludes design and detailing criteria for edge

flashing components.
Ballasted, fully adhered, and mechanically

attached single-ply systems, howeveq also

require architects to consider additional
wind-resistant design considerations, available

from the Single-Ply Roofing Institute. Sin-
gle-ply systems with a loose-laid aggregate

complicate the design process for a ballasted

system, since the correct aggrcgate size needs

to be specified in order to prevent it from

blowing off. For single-ply systems in windy
areas, the wind-retardant benefit of"air
retarders" should also be considered. An air
retarder is not a single component, but a

system designed to prevent air from leaking
between the membrane and the decking,
thereby avoiding the development of air
pressure below the single-ply roof membrane
when high winds pass over the building (such

pressure causes rhe membrane to uplift or
balloon). A ballast alone is only designed

to hold a membrane down against minimal
uplift pressures.

The attributes ofair retarders have only
recently been recognized and are still unfa-
miliar to many architects as a wind-resistant
design element. A retarder can consist of the

deck itself, provided the deck is monolithic,
such as a cast-in-place concrete deck or a ply-
wood deck with sealed joints. Or the retarder

can consist of a polyethylene sheet placed

over the deck or a thin layer ofinsulation. The
impermeable sheet is then clamped in place

by an insulation board. At the perimeter and

at any roofpenetration, the retarder must
be sealed in a manner that will prevent air
from entering between the retarder and the

roof membrane layers.

LIGHT-METAL ROOF EDGE

1 NAILER WITH .1 
1/2" MINIMUM DEPTH

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

FASTENERS APPBOXIMATELY 4" ON CENTER (DO NOT STAGGER)

METAL GRAVEL STOP

JOINT COVER 4'TO 6" WIDE, SET IN COMPATIBLE MASTIC

JOINT SEALANT

3" MINIMUM WIDTH OF FLASHING

CUBED OR UNCURED FLASHING I\4EMBRANE ADHERED TO METAL AND MEMBRANE WITH APPROPRIATE ADHESIVE

EDGE OF FLASHING MEMBRANE SEALED WITH LAP.EDGE SEALAN'I

SINGLE-PLY MEMBRANE WITH AGGREGATE BALLAST

12'TO 18'TAPERED EDGE STRIPCOPING CAP FLASHING
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Finishing touches
FOR LO\fl-SLOPE ROOFS WHER-E ESTHETICS

are a concern, special effort is needed to spec-

ify appropriate roof finishes. For example, a

clean white roof or colored roof may not be

very attractive after a year or two, due to
buildup of windbiown atmospheric deposits,

contaminants exhausted by rooftop mechan-
ical equipment, and sediment from ponding
water. Single-ply seams, where individual
membrane sheets are adhered to one another,
present similar esthetic problems. From a

distance they are not very noticeable, but up
close, visually undesirable seam lines can
become readily apparent.

For a more uniform appearance, aggre-
gate-surface, built-up, or ballasted single-ply
(using paver or aggregate ballast) roofsys-
rems should be considered. To be sure a spec-

ified system wili produce the desired finish,
the architect should visit a roofthat has been

constructed in a similar manner to the roof
cover being considered.

Keeping abreast ofcurrent roofing issues

and developing a sound set ofconrract docu-
ments is a formidable task for any architect.
Ihis is especially true when a reroofing pro-
iect is involved, which introduces a number

of other complex considerations. To stream-
line the process, architects should develop a

working relationship with professional roof-
ing contractors. Many roofing contractors are

willing to share their expertise and offer
guidance through the maze of decisions that
are encountered in designing and detailing
today's roofing systems. Fortunately, there is

also an abundance ofliterature on the topic
(right), which should help architects make
well-informed design and specification deci-
sions when selecting a roofsystem and en-

hancing its lifetime performance. I

-Tuouas LEE Surru

Tbomas Lee Smith, AtA, CRC, is Director of
Tbchnology ancl Research for the Natianal Roofing

Contractors Association (NRCA), tubich is basetl

in Rosentont, Illinois.

An air retarder is an element of the roof
system designed to prevent ballooning of the
roof membrane by eliminating air pnessune

between membrane and deck. An imperme.
able polyethylene sheet, which is clamped
to a metal roof deck by a mechanically
lastened layer of insulation (below), offers
one etfective solution.

Roofing Resources
I The NRCI Raofing and Vatetpnof-
ing Manual (third edition, t989): Ap-
proximately 600 pages of inFormation
on low-slope and steep-slope roofing
materials and systems, constnlccion de-

tails, waterproofing, and technical bul-
letins. GADD Software with isometric
and section views of the construction
details found in the manual is also now
available from NRCA. Cootact: (708)
299-9070.
r NRcl Energl' Mantal(third edition,
1989): Life-cycle energy cost analysis

and information on performance,

R-value, and dew point calculations.
I NRCA's InternationalJounal of Roof-

i ng Tichnolog, (volume 2, 1990): Design
and detailing information on wind-re-
sistant metal edge flashings.
I NRCA'S Professional Roofing maga-
zine: Monthly publication that includes
information on roof system design and
application.
r Single-Ply Roofing Institute's
Singk-Ply Roofing A Professiona[s Guidt
To Specifications (1991 edition). Includes
wind design guides. Contact: SpN
(5r7 ) 231 -7 87 9 .

r ASTM Roofing Raearch and Stan-
dards Dnekpment, STp 959 G990):
lncludes design information on heat
loss through mechanical fasteners and
insulation board joints. Contacr: ASTM
(2t5) 299-5400.
r Oak Ridge National Laboratory's
Guide for Estinating Diffirencet in Build-
ing Heating and Culing Energy Dw to
Changet in Solar Reflectance of a Low-
Skpd Roof: Includes design information
that enables assessmenr of the influ-
ence of roof color on energy consump-
tion. Contact: Oak fudge National
Laboratory (615) 57 4-4346.
t Factory Murual System (FM),4p-
prwal Guide and Lost Prwention Data
Sheets. Contacc; Factory Mutual (617)
162-4300.
! Sheet Metal and Air-Condirioning
Concractors Narional Association's
Archinxaral Sbeet Metal Manual (fourth
edition, 1987): lnciudes design and
detailing information on metal edge
fl ashings, copings, counrerfl ashings,
gutters, and traditional meral roofing.
contact: SMACNA (1 03) 803-2980.

\IR RETARDER

I,4ECHANICALLY ATTACHED SINGLE-PLY ROOF MEMBRANE

POLYETHYLENE SHEET VAPOR BARRIER

STEEL DECK

BALLOONING SINGLE,PLY ROOF MEI\,4BRANE

I,4ECHANICAL FASTENERS
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IX JNInN,ANDERSEN HELPS AN ARCHIT

"ln designing this office building/
restaurant/showroom, we imported many

\Testern ingredients]' said architect Yuji
Noga. 'Andersen supplied us with the
windows and engineering data. The wood

interiors of their products worked well
with the masonry structurel'

And the engineering data? "Osaka

city building codes are very strictl'
continued Noga.'Andersen Corporation's

windloading and other performance data

helped us install the three-story Andersen

curtain walls securely and aesthetically."

Andersent window materials

compatibility, structural integrity and

commercial viability. Solutions worth
remembering whichever hemisphere

you design in.
For the name of your Andersen

representative, call 1-800 -426-7 691.

Or write Andersen Commercial Groupf'

Box 12, Bayport, MN 55003.

BRICK

HOUSE.

OSAKA,

JAPAN.

ARCHITECT;

YuJr NOGA.

ISSIKI

ARCHITECTS

& PARTNERS

co., LrD.

TOKYO,

JAPAN.



TECHNOLOGY

Roof ventilation requires atrention to construction details.

Breathing Room

THE INCREASING POPULARITY OF VAUTTED

ceilings has contributed to renewed interest
in ventilating techniques. These types ofceil-
ings require insulation in the rafters rather
than between the joists ofan enclosed attic.
In addition, the deterioration ofroofing ply-
wood treated with fire-retardant chemicals
over the last decade (AncnrrEcrunr, April
1990, pages 99-100) has afforded new at-
tention to the value ofproper ventilating
procedures.

Roof ventilation in residential and light
commercial buildings serves several impor-
tant purposes: it reduces hear buildup in the
attic or the roof itself; it provides an escape

route for any moisture that might get into
the roof system; and, in cold climates, it
helps prevent ice dams from forming.

Most building codes require 1 square foot
ofroofvent areafor every 150 square feet of
roof, or a ratio of I : 1 5 0. If there is a vapor
barrier in the ceiling, which reduces moisture
migration into the attic or rafter cavities, the
acceptable roofvent area is reduced to 1

square foot for every 300 square feet ofroof
area (1:300). These values refer to "net free
vent area," which assumes that no screening
or louvers are interfering with that air flow. If
there is such treatment over the vent, the net
free vent area will be lower, and more vents
will be required. (See chart, page 94, to caI-
culate vent area required to achieve a net free
vent area wirh different vent treatments.)

For a roof fitted with a polyethylene vapor
barrier and measuring J0 feet along its ridge
nd 20 feer on each of its sides, for example,
1/300th, or 6.7 square feet ofthe roofsurface
will need to be in net free vent area. Ifthe
;offit and ridge vents have l/e-inch screening,
:he actual space needed for the vent is is 6.7
nultiplied by I.25, or 8.4 square feet. \fith
r/s-inch screening and louvers, the required
;pace for venting would be 6.7 multiplied by
2.21, or 15 square feet.

Providing such an area depends on the
:onfiguration of the roof, since some types of
'oofs are easier ro vent than others. $7hile
.encing gable and gambrel roofs is quite
traightforward, hip roofs are particulady dif-

ficult to vent, because the lengrh of the ridge
line is so small. Shed roofs, or roofs with only
one sloping plane, may require special vent-
ing systems. Different venting strategies may
also be required depending on how the inte-
rior space is designed-especially whether or
not the rafter bays are insulated.

Unheated attic
IN BUILDINGS \rITH UNHEATED ATTICS,

where the ceiling of the room below is insu-
Iated, architects should insert continuous sof-
fit vents for air intake and continuous ridge
vents for exhaust. Gable-end vents can be

used as outlets, but they are not as effective
as ridge vents and should never be relied
upon for both inlet and outlet vents. Venting
is straightforward with a soffit/ridge configu-
ration; the only problem areas are the eaves.

In conventional roof truss or rafter fram-
ing, the ceiling insulation at the eaves is of-
ten compressed, dropping the insulating
value at that location and potentially block-
ing air flow under the roofsheathing. A
number of strategies can be employed at the
roof framing design stage to avoid compress-
ing the insulation ar the eaves. Conventional
rafters can be supported on a raised rafter
plate instead of directly on the wall's top
plate. In this case, both the ceiling joists and
rafters may need to be extended and fastened
together, depending on engineering
calculations and discussions with builders.
Some builders, however, simply terminate
the ceiling joists with a band joist (flush with
the wall), and set notched rafrers on a raised
rafter plate. Depending on the rafter and
joist dimensions and the roof pitch, vent
spacers may be required at the eaves to guar-
antee adequate space for air circulation be-

For hip rcofs (top right), a cupola is a oommon
venting solution. Where possible, low intake
vents and high exhaust vents should be
provided (second from top). Special flashing
vents should be installed at shed roof edges
(third from top). Gable-end wall vents, although
not effective by themsehes, can be installed
in conjunction with soffit vents (bottom right).

HIP ROOF

GABLE ROOF WITH RIDGE VENT

$

'---]--t
GABLE ROOF WITH WALL VENTS
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Actual Vent Arca Requircd
ROOF VENT
TREATMENT

l/4" screen

l/4" screen with louvers

l/s" screen

1/s" screen with louvers

l/ r6" screen

1/r6" screen with louvers

1 Area required to provide 1ft2 of
net free vent area (in ftz).

Screens and louyers serve to preyent debris

from clogging ventilation systems, but they
also reduce the open anea a vent prcvides for
air flow. Therefore, if such treatments are

specified, architects must calculate the
amount of open vent anea required to allow
for the desired square footage of air circula-
tion (see chad above), which will compensate
for any permanently installed obstructions.

Raised rafter plates (below left) or raised-

heel trusses (below right) allow room at
exterior wall junctions for air flow around

insulation. Reinforcement for rcised rafters
can be provided by extending ceiling ioists
and attaching them to the ends of the rafters.

neath the roof sheathing.
Additional depth at the eaves can be ob-

tained in truss construction, either with can-

tilevered trusses that extend out over the
wall plate, or with raised-heel trusses. Archi-
tects should work with a manufacturer to de-

velop a truss design that will meet both
structural and insulation requirements.
Again, a vent spacer may or may not be re-

quired, depending on the dimensions of the
truss. 'Sfith most raised-heel trusses, the ex-

terior wall sheathing can be extended above

the wall top plate, right up to the top chord
of the trusses.

In roofdesigns where ridge vents cannot
readily be provided, as in a full hip roof, pro-
truding surface-mounted roof vents , rotary

ventilators, or cupolas may be required to

provide adequate air exhaust. Architects
should review manufacturers' Iiterature to
determine vent sizes, appropriate number to
be inserted, and location.

Cathedral ceiling
VHEN THE ROOF ITSELF IS INSULATED

rather than the attic floor, providing an air

space for ventilation along with adequate in-
sulation is more difficult. For adequate vent-
ing, at least a 1-inch air space should be ac-

commodated beneath the roof sheathing,

running from continuous soffit vents on each

side ofthe roofto a continuous ridge vent at
the peak. Some architects design continuous
soffit vents for the intake and gable-end

vents above collar ties for the exhaust, but
with this strategy it may be difficult to ob-
tain an adequate vent area. The soffit-ridge
vent combination is far better for allowing air
to circulate.

To achieve successful levels ofinsulation
along with the necessary air space, architects
may employ various strategies. For moderate

climates where a roof insulation of R-30 is
adequate, 2-by-70 rafters with new high-
density fiberglass batts can be used. Conven-
tional R-30 fiberglass batts, at 91/z inches,

will fill the rafter bays and leave no room for
air flow. Simply compressing these batts pro-
duces a lower R-value. (Even though the R-

value per inch increases with compression,

the total R-value drops as the thickness is re-

duced.) New high-density batts (available

from Owens Corning, CertainTeed, and

Manville), however, achieve R-30 at a thick-
ness ofonly 8 or 8r/< inches. \7ith such high-
density batts, expansion is not as likely as

with conventional batts, so a vent spacer un-
der most of the roof sheathing may not be

necessary. An air baffle at the eaves will chan-

nel air up and over the insulation, preventing
air flow through the fiberglass and a result-

ing drop in R-value.

OPENING
AREAT

1.0 ft2

2.0 ft2

L.Z> tt-

l.z> tt.

2.0 ft2

3.O ftz

1

2

3

4

a

6

BAFFLE MAY BE REOUIRED TO HOLD INSULATION IN PLACE AND DiRECT AIR FLOW

RAFTER PLATE

RAFTER ATTACHED TO EXTENDED JOISTS

CEILING JOIST EXTENDED PAST WALL

SOFFIT

STBAPPING

MIDEU-hEEL I NUOJ

PLWVOOD BLOCKING TO STEER AIR FLOW AWAY FROM INSULATION

AIR/VAPOR BARRIER

1

SOFFIT VENTING FOR ATTIC SPACE WITH RAFTERS SOFFIT VENTING FOR ATTIC SPACE WITH TRUSSES
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If using 2-by-I2 rafters, 12-inch R-38 in-
sulation can be squeezed into the rafter cavi-
ties, but vent spacers must be installed the
entire length ofthe rafters to ensure an open

air space under the roof sheathing. (Com-
pressing the 12-inch batts to 10r/< inches

will drop their R-value to about R-35.) De-
pending on the rafter spacing, t/s-inch dry-
wall might be required on the inrerior ro pre-
vent bowiog due to the pressure ofthe
fiberglass. \fith 2-by-10 or 2-by-12 rafters, a

layer ofrigid foam insulation on the inside of
the rafters can be provided to boost the total
R-value.

Full thickness R-38 batts can be used in
an insulated roofby substituting 14-inch or
16-inch laminated l-joists for the dimension
rafters. The 14-inch I-joists will provide
room for the R-38 batts, allowin g a 2-tnch
air space above for venting. Be aware that
these I-ioists are thinner than conventional
framing lumber; if spaced 24 tnches on cen-
ter, full-width 24-inch batts are required
rather than the 22rlz-inch batts sized for
standard rafter or joist cavities.

Even greater insulation levels can be pro-
vided in cathedral ceilings through rhe use of
parallel-chord rrusses or scissor trusses. \(ith
either ofthese oprions, the trusses can be
specified as deep as desired ro allow for opti-
mal insulation and ventilation.

Venting roofs with slrylishts
SKYLIGHTS BLOCK AIR FLO\{/ THROUGH A

rafter cavity. Some building-science experrs

are concerned that air in the cavities on ei-

ther side of the skylights will stagnate and

heat up. To provide for at least some air flow
into adjacent rafter cavities, holes can be

drilled through the rafters near rhe top edge
to permit air flow into adjacent rafter cavi-
ties. Though air flow through these holes will
be limited (and some experts question
whether it is effective at all). these small
openings might help, and they are unlikely
to cause any problems. The size and location
ofthese holes should be calculated to ensure
that rafter strengrh will not be compromised.

Rafter hips and valleys
IN HIP-ROOF CONFIGURATIONS AND COM-
plex roof lines with numerous peaks and val-
leys, roof venting can be a problem. Even if
there are soffit vents at the eaves, a ridge
vent at the horizontal section ofroofpeak,
and adequate air space above the insulation,
air flow can be blocked at a roof hip. Simi-
larly, at a roof valley, it may be difficult to
achieve adequate air flow into the rafter cav-
ity from the soffit vents. In both cases, the
problem can be ameliorated, at least to an
extent, by dropping the upper edges ofthe
hip rafters and valley rafters below the jack

CONTINUOUS RIDGE VENT

; :,i;#'*n*
3 RAIN/SNOW BAFFLE

4 RAFTER

In combination with soffit vents, a continuous
ridge vent (above) is the most desirable
venting strategy since it provides for air
circulation along the entire length of the roof
at its highest point. When vaulted ceilings are
constructed, air llow through the rafters is
potentially inhibited by insulation that would
othenvise be placed between joists that
frame a llat ceiling. Unless indMdually
framed rafters are unusually deep, a vent
spacer may be needed to create a channel
lor air to flow under the roof sheathing
(below left). Cathedral ceiling constructed
with scissor trusses offers ample room for
insulation and air flow (below right).

;OFFIT VENTING FOR CATHEDRAL CEILING WITH RAFTERS

CHANNEL FOR AIR FLOW ABOVE INSULATION

VENT SPACER INSTALLED BETWEEN RAFTERS

BLOCKING BETWEEN RAFTERS SERVES AS WIND BAFFLE

2x l0 RAFTER

SOFFIT VENT

EXTERIOB SHEATHING EXTENDED UP TO TOP OF WALL PLATE

AIR/VAPOR BARRIER

SOFFIT VENTING FOR CATHEDRAL CEILING WITH TRUSSES

1 SCTSSOR TRUSS

2 SPACE FOR AIR FLOW ABOVE INSULATION

3 SHEATHING EXTENDED TO SERVE AS WIND BAFFLE (DEPENDING ON TRUSS DESIGN)
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rafters. This arrangement will generally re-

quire smaller hip and valley rafters than jack

ra{ters (2-by-10 rafters rather than 2-by-I2).
Doubling the hip and valley rafters will usu-
ally be required for strength-and to provide
greater cross-sectional air-flow area. \rhile
this strategy, with a 1- to 2-inch air space un-
der the roof sheathing, will probably not
provide the same ventilation area as can be

provided on a gable or gambrel roof, it is

much better than no air flow at all.

Hot rcofs
SOME ARCHITECTS AND BUILDERS DEAL \flITH
the problem of roof venting by eliminating it
altogether. Although this practice does not
comply with most building codes, this so-

called "hot roof" strategy seems to work well
in many cases. It is commonly characteristic

Roof hips and valleys (below left) are a

ventilation prcblem in insulated roofs. Some

air flow can be achieved by doubling or
tripling hip or valley rafters and dropping

them below the top edges ol the iack rafters.
Skyliehts (below right) also impede ventila'

tion. Holes drilled through the rafters aid air

flow to adjacent roof cavities, but must be

installed with caution. Their size and location

should be calculated to maintain the rcof
framing's structural integritY.

of foam-core paneled construction (Ancut-
rEcruR-E, October 1991, pages 97-100), with
flat built-up roofs, and occasionally in con-
ventionally framed roofs. Building officials
have the authority to override code require-
ments as long as safety is not a concern-as
it is not with roof ventilation.

The key to success with hot roofs, accord-

ing to designer-builderJohn Abrams of
Martha's Vneyard, Massachusetts, who has

employed a hot-roof system for the past 12

years without problems, is to seal the inside
of the rafter assembly extremely well to keep

all moisture out of the roof system. On the
interior side of the insulation, Abrams installs

a Swedish-manufactured polyethylene vapor

barrier. On Martha's Vneyard, where snow
loads are minimal and wind-driven rain can

wreak havoc with even the best ridge vents,

Abrams has found the unvented roof much
more hassle-free than the standard vented

roof, which he has built in the past.

N(ith foam-core panels or other hot-roof
systems, architects should be aware that
manufacturers may not guarantee shingles

used on such a roof. The position taken by

manufacturers is that the roof surface will get

hot, and the increase in temperature may de-

grade shingles, since heat is not carried away

from the underside of the sheathing. Other

experts, howeveq argue that shingle color has

a far more significant impact on temperarure
than roof venting. Preliminary research sug-
gests that darker shingles absorb so much
heat in warmer climates that roof venting
may be of little value.

A better argument against hot roofs in
cold climates is the risk of ice dams. Even
with a well insulated unvented roof, when a

blanket ofsnow covers it, the surface can

warm up enough to melt snow. The run-off
will freeze when it flows toward the colder
eaves, and will result in an ice dam. Abrams
points out that in his climate snow accumu-
lation is rarely a concern; in colder climates, a

steeper roof pitch, possibly combined with
metal roofing, might be necessary to avoid
snow accumulation and resulting ice dams.

Providing adequate roofventilation can be

very tricky, particularly with complex roof
designs and insulated cathedral ceilings, but
in most situations, it is strongly recom-
mended. For assistance in designing a suit-
able roofventilation strategy, contact a qual-
ity manufacturer of a wide range of roof
ventilation products, such as Air Vent in Peo-

ria Heights, Illinois. If you are considering an

unvented roof or nontraditional ventilation
strategy, talk to your local building official to

make sure the design will be acceptable be-

fore proceeding. r

-d1p1 
\TtrsoN

HIP RAFTER DROPPED
TO ALLOW AIR FLOW

HIP AND VALLEY FRAMING DETAILS

VALLEY RAFTER DROPPED
TO ALLOW AIB FLOW

CROSS VENTILATING AT SKYLIGHT
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\nd what's more: they'll light upon a new-look
roluce, the International Lighting Exhibition: more
ribitors, a more accessible layout, and light years
:ad in what's on show.
)lus: the FurnishingAccessories Exhibition, with all
bright ideas on how to complement the home.

To round off: one hundred young ltalian designers
who will be revealing all their talenfat the ..Nuoio bel
design" exhibit.

. 
So, to sum ,rp: from l0 to 15 April 1992 Milan pre-

views what the best furnishing stores world-wide wiil be
furnishing to their clients laler in the year.

Faitgrounds, r0-15 April lgg2.
20,23 Mi'anola:*''fr#:x'ag,i:tulffidJii.:Ti:tixTilt!%ltiiSl':urr4 cosmit, 

"@F a*

tilan



Did you miss valuable information otfered by advedisers in

last month's issue of Ancnrecrunr?

'r,hemanrrfaCturerSiistedbclor'r'wereadvertisersin}trstmonth,sissucrv}lrlilrcalrilll.lstol--itlr.icl.;','rtlll'itll

proc1uctinforrnat'ionanc.l1iteratureft;r\.tlurplanningttecds,,]irrcceir'cihishr:l1-.iirIiI-lfilrnlirrirl
numbers on thc sclf-a,iiressetl, postage-paid rcsponse card. For procluct intbnnrrtir>n aircl lirtrar:urc ltron aclvcrrisers in tiris
issue of Ancgtrlclr;nn. circle the appropriatc runrLrers appearing oc the aclverfiscment-..

American Olean Tile. \7e offer more tiles,

more installation products, and more support

services under one roofthan anyone else.

Cirde I'Jo. 34

American Stair Glide. \(hen barriers prohibit

wheelchair raffic, install the durable perfor-

mance of American Stair Glide products.

Send today for more information.
Circle Na. 6

Alrdersen Corporation. In today's commercial

designs, it's the brand that helps architects

take value to new heights . . . Andersen.

Armstrong Wortd Indsstries. Introducing

Calligraphy-acoustical lay-in ceiling sys-

tems with multidepth detailing.
Circle No' 22

Brite Vue Glass Systems. The glass, the

metal, the workmanship, the elegance, and

the attitude. All from che same tT,iif, 
*r. ,U

Gedar Shake & Shingle Bureau. Cedar shin-

gles and shakes add an importanr touch of
natural beauty to the most striking architec-

ture. Send today for more informatTi 
nr. ,U

Ghicago Faucet. A new standard ofbeauty.. .

a bequeathed legacy of qualitY the

Legacyo Collection. Send today for more in-

formation. Circle No' 38

Edison Price' DTT's expand our Standards

catalog and increase your lighting options.

Circle No' 10
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Georgia Pacific. G-P Dens-Glasso Gold is

named for its unique gold alkali-resistant

coatins. Circle No. 20

Hafele. Send for our free full-scale standard

drawings on our HAVA \Wall System.

Circle No. 50

Hurd Millwork. \(/e give you a choice of win-

dows that offer the option to tune a building

for the most energy efficiency ,ttti!)r",, 
*r. ,O

Kawneer Company. Serving the most ad-

vanced needs of the architect' 
circte No. 26

LCN Glosers. \frite for information about the

Auto-Equalizer and other closers designed to

solve entrance accessibility ,robt"^t 
,, No. 44

Louisiana-Pacific. Some architects are switcl.r-

ing to a less expensive ioisr system.

Circk No. 16

Marvin Windows. Send for our free catalog

featuring the entire line of made-to-order

Marvin \ffindows and Doors.
Cirde No. 24

Metal Era. Send for more information on

Metal-Era's free "Position Papers" series of re-

ports. Circle No. I

Mutoh. Announcing our new fast mt,ver .

XP-100 series lntelligent Pencil/Pen Plotter'

Send today for more information.
Circle No. l8

National Propane Gas Assn. Call or write for

inforrnation on the Propane Gallery of Archi-

tc.ctural Design competition.
Circle Na 28

Nixalite, Keep birds off your structural de-

signs-include Nixaliteo Arcl-ritectural Bird

Control from the strtrtl
Circle Na. 4

Nucor Vulcraft Div. \Tith our composite deck,

tlre builders poured less money into 312
$7alnut. Send today fbr more inftlrmation.

Circk No. 42

Pittsburgh Corning. PC GlassBlocko prod-

ucts express the multiple design possibilities

of a single-and unique-family of products.

Cin'k No. 32

Sloan Valve' OPTIMA@ Systems use clectronic

sensor technology to eliminate typical wash-

room worfles.

Smart House. Register for tl.re

Design Seminar today.

Circh Na. 51

Smart House

Circle No. 12

Sternberg Lanterns. tilTrite for our 48-pag<

cataiog and discover all the reasons to specifl

Sternberg Circle llo. 11

TITUS. Our modulinear slot diffuser is onr

example of our engine"tt"t ""r"t tfrrf *0. O,

Vistawall. No matrcr how many stories il

your renovation project, we have the engi

neering experience to help you succeed.

Circk No. 5'



COMPUTERS

Roofing Systems Sottware
New programs help architects extend the life expecrancy of a roof.

A LEAKY ROOF IS A COMMON COMPLAINT OF

building owners, but computer programmers
are helping to remedy the problem by offer-
ing architects software for designing roofing
systems. These programs compute the proper
location of drainage and details, estimate
costs, and determine maintenance schedules,
thereby addressing potential sources ofleaks
before the roofhas been constructed.

Design systems
SEVERAI OF THESE SYSTEMS EMBODY "EXPERT

knowledge," with which details are con-
structed mathematically based on project-
specific design parameters. This type of soft-
ware contrasts with CaDo programs, in
which details are con-structed from basic lines
and arcs. One such expeft svstem is the Ver-
tex Detailer, an AutoCad add-on from Vertex
Design Systems. It helps designers build
details "parametrically," through selecting
pieces of an assembly by size and type. Major
material and size changes can be made
quickly by respecif ing componenr details and
their noces, bypassing tedious redrawing.
The databases that feed the Detailer contain
details for various building componenrs, rn-
cluding 344 detalls for built-up roofing (nun),
composition shingle, and wood shingle roofs.
Available for a variety of structural systems,
these details show roof to wall connections,
skylighrs, stacks, drains, expansion joinrs,
parapers, and other conditions. The assembled
details can be further customized and incor-
porated with other AutoCad drawings.

Vertex has also developed a series of manu-
facturer-specific Electronic CADalogs. Each

contains a sequence of queries, similar to
conducting an interview with a building pro-
duct manufacturer's technical representative.
By asking increasingly specific on-screen
questions about the building's context, the
expert software determines the appropriate
products and supplies electronic details and
specifications. Not intended to replace the
technical represenrative's expertise, these
CADalogs save architects rime in research and
preliminary decision-making. The CADalogs
all operate similady, so architects do not have
to learn a new system for each manufacturer.
Six CADalogs now available for roofing prod-
ucts are Black Armor Coal Tar Roofing Sys-
tems by Allied Signal; Celo-cADD Roofing
Systems Design CADalog by Celotex; Metal
Roofing Systems by ASc Pacific; Moldings
and Flashings by Fry Reglet; Stevens Hi-Tuff
Roofing Systems by;nS Elastomerics; and
Roofing Accessories by Manville. They are dis-
tributed by the manufacrurers at no cost to
qualified professionals.

Another system for detaiiing and specifi'-
ing proprietary roofing products is Tam-
CADD, from Thmko Asphalt Products. One of
several Computer Intelligent Details and
Specifications sysrems developed by Architec-
tural Synthesis, Thm-CADD runs within Auto-
Cad. Through questions and answers, the
system leads a designer through the process
of selecting an appropriate roofing system,
producing CSI-formatted specifications, and
generating drawings to match. It also pro-
vides a checklist for a quick summary of the
project. Like the CADalogs, the specs and
drawings come directly from the roofing

manufacturer, chereby reducing errors and

the need for shop drawings. Thm-Spec,

another new software, provides specifications
only and can be run without AutoCad.

NRCA-CAD is a new sysrem from the
National Roofing Contracrors Association
(NRCA), developed in conjunction with
Architectural Synthesis. This software is the
eiectronic equivalenr of rhe construction
details portion of rhe NRCA Roofing and Wa-
terproofing Manual, a long-standing bible
of industry-standard, nonproprietary roofing
details. NRCA-CAD contains the same 127
details, shown in secrion as well as isometric.
So that these details are accessible to archi-
tects, contractors, roofing manufacturers, and
even to those without CADD svstems. the

The Roofer (above), from the U.S. Army
Gorps of Engineers, combines information
from aerial scans and field inspections (below
left) with evaluation and maintenance planning
(below right). The Roof Asset Management
Program, with a hand-held computer (below
center), is a "roofing consultant in a box,"
helping nonexpeds conduct evaluations.
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Gomputer models that illustrate structural deflection of the planned rcof indicate whether
the slope is sufficient for optimum drainage and rcveal the best location for drains.

NRca details are available in three config-
urations. First, a graphic interface helps de-
signers select a roofing system and define
perimeter conditions and penetrations. Sec-

ond, the selected details can be viewed and

printed within the NRCA-CAD system. Third,
the details are also available in AutoCad's

D\rG format and in DXF for export to a vari-
ety of caoo systems.

An important aspect of roof design is its
drainage system. Ponding is a major prob-
lem on flat roofs when drains are not located

at the lowest point, but patterns ofeventual
structural deflection are not always evident

during design. To solve this dilemma, John
Johnson of the Madison, \Wisconsin-based

Engineering Research Corporation and James
Sheahan ofJ.P Sheahan Associates in Mid-
land, Michigan, have developed comPuter

models that illustrace these deflections. Ap-
plying information about the structural
framing system, the elevations at load-bear-

ing points, and the live and dead loads, they

compute the deflection for a grid of points on

the roofdeck and plot them on a three-di-

mensional grid (exaggerated in the vertical

scale) and on a contour map. These diagrams

demonstrate the future performance of the

roofdeck, reveal the best location for roof

drains, and indicate whether the slope is suf-

ficient for optimum drainage. For complex

roofs, these diagrams can disclose counterin-

tuitive results.

Specifications (below left) and CADD details

(below center) are integrated in Manville's

Roofing Accessories Electronic CADalog. An

expansion joint detail (below right) is one

of more than lOO standard details available

from the National Roofing Contractors

Association. Accompanying expert system

software developed by Architectural Syn'

thesis assists in detail selection.

Cost estimation
ANOTHER RESPONSIBILITY THAT CAN BE SIM-

plified by computer is cost estimation. \?hile
there are many generic estimation programs
on the market, few are geared specifically for
roofing systems. One of these is The Edge,

by Advanced Estimating Systems. \fith an

electronic digitizer, the architect traces mea-

surements from drawings, and the system

calculates areas, perimeters, and materials. Its
database contains information on 1,300

roofing systems, and the final estimate in-
cludes local labor and materials costs.

Timberline Software produces Precision Es-

timating for judging the cost of all building
systems. A new database makes it particulady

useful for roofing estimates. This "electronic

price book" contains data on 3,600 common
roofing elements, from insulation to fasten-

ers. The database can also be modified to ac-

commodate economic trends, regional price

differences, and an individual's estimating
practices. The adiusted prices are pulled into
Precision Estimating's on-screen spreadsheet

as the estimator performs electronic take-

offs, and the software can be linked to CADD,

scheduling, and accounting software.

Evaluation programs

IN ADDITION TO DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION,

and cost estimating, comPuters help architects

and owners monitor a roofs performance

over time. The idea of roof maintenance man-

agement is fairly new, explains John Bradford,

president of Bradford Roofing in Billings,

Montana, and former NRca president. "It
won't sweep the country overnight," he pre-

dicts. "But if owners take it seriously and

conduct inspections, repairs, and maintenance

every year, their roofs will still be serviceable

at the end of 20years. On average, roofs now

fail at l2-I4 years. And the maior reason for

failure is that maintenance doesn't start in

year one and continue regularly throughout
the life of the roof,"

Architect Richard Bodane and his col-
leagues in the Office of General Services for
the State of New York have developed a
database on roofdesign and performance.
This database tracks a growing number of
the state's 10,000 buildings, recording vari-
ables of location, design conditions, specified

components, testing results, and the history

of problems and their solutions. By correlat-
ing design information with performance
problems, the architects identifu patterns of
successes and failures. For example, they may

find certain roofing types fail more often in
buildings exposed to sea air, and then can

specifu roofing systems with the best records

for future projects. The electronic database

helps New York State architects ferret out
extensive details about previous proiects, so

historic precedent becomes an effective de-

sign guide.
The Roofer program, developed by the

U.S. Army Construction Engineering Re-

search Laboratory involves a database of
historical records, physical data, and inspec-

tion results for built-up roofs. The software

emphasizes evaluations that include a visual

inspection of the membrane and flashing

components, and a nondestructive moisture

evaluation of the insulation. The Roofer

grades conditions numerically, allowing com-

parisons between roofs. The analysis enables

managers to determine whether to repair or

replace a roofand produces work orders and

other project documentation. The program

also generates custom reports to help with
long-term planning and budgeting.

Roof Evaluation Software (n-Pvs) from

Bruco Enterprises also enables building man-

agers to evaluate existing conditions, main-

tain a database of problems, and develop

budgets and schedules for repairs and main-
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Roof evaluations generate electrcnic databases that can be rnanipulated, sorted, prioritized,
and tabulated into customized rcpoils to help orynens assign maintenance budgets.

tenaflce. This software was developed around
industry standards of the NRCA, the Midwest
Roofing Contractors Association, and the
Roofing Industry Educational Institute. Tak-
ing advantage of ruvS on a laptop computer
during inspections, even novices can be guided
through the evaluation. The electronic data-
bases can be manipulated, sorted, prioritized,
and tabulated into customized reports to
help owners decide when and where to apply
maintenance budgets.

Roof Asset Management Program (RAMP),

from Building Technology Associates (nTA),

is similar. \fith a hand-held computer con-
taining a guided tour for roofinspectors,
Raup is a "roof consultant in a box," accord-
ing to nta's James V/atson. Based on the
rooftype and answers to previous questions,
the computer tells an inspector what to look
for. To avoid the need for an expert opinion,
all the on-site evaluation is by measurement,
not by judgment. Later, the data is compared
with a large, centralized database, producing
a roof servicing rating, replacement value,
and depletion rate. The system generates an
"actwarial projection oflife" (arr), or eval-
uation of the roof s durability over time, so
that a building owner can compare roofs
and assess repair options. Comparing return
on investment to the cost of deferring main-
tenance helps the owner choose between
treatments. Architects can study the ApLs of
various systems when specifying roofing for
a new building.

The Roofiuap (Roof Managing Assets pro-
gram) software from Professional Service
Industries (rst) is available with optional sup-
port from pSI's roofing expems, who will
perform inspections and other services for
facrhty managers lacking qualified personnel.
Rooftraap integrates the analysis of physical
roof conditions with the financial analysis of
options for maintenance and repair. The cal-

culations for return on investment balance

these costs against the cost ofenergy loss due
to wet insulation, the eventual cost ofroof
replacement, and the salvage value of com-
ponents. Roofir.r,tp user Stefan Cristodorescu,
an engineer with the City of Las Vegas, has

entered most of that city's buildings on rhe
system. "For us, the most useful pans of the
software are the budget tools," he maintains.
"They allow us to predict, based on yearly
inspection data, how much we'll have to spend
to correct or replace a roof" Cristodorescu
also claims the system gives him more evalu-
ative information. "In the past, we repaired
roofs only when they started to leak. But
Roofir.rap emphasizes the parts of the struc-
ture that need attention, so we know where
and when to do preventative maintenance."

Ongoing research
ARCHITECTS AND O\rNERS AGREE THAT
inspections are essenrial to maintenance pro-
grams. However, roofing consultants can
be expensive, are concenrrated in large cities,
and are possibly biased toward finding prob-
lems that require solutions. This explains
the appeal of expert sysrems for novice inspec-
tors. But how reliable are these inspections?

Jacques Gendron, a building engineer with
Hydro-Quebec, recently developed an expert
system based on 150 rules for evaluating
roofs. Gendron tested it in the field with
novice technicians and compared the results
with those of human experts. He found a

90 percent agreemenr between the experts
and the compurer, and is encouraged by
these results. Besides the economic value in
ensuring better roof maintenance, Gendron
says ofthe sofrware, "These experr system
tools may make ir possible ro preserve our
knowledge, and to reach the important
goal ofconserving our resources." I

-B.J. 
Novrrsrl

PERSPECTIVE VIEW OF DEFLECTED ROOF

CONTOUR MAP OF DEFLECTED ROOF WITH DRAINS

By simulating the expected roof deflection,
architects can determine proper size and
location of rcof drains. Techniques developed
by the Engineering Research Corporation
illustrate the exaggerated deflection in per-
spective (top) and plan (above).

The Vertex D,etailer (below left) enables
designers to assemble building components
by specifying size and material parameters
rather than by constructing them from simple
lines and arcs. Also by Vedex, the Electronic
CADdoS for Stevens Hi-Tuff Roofing Systems
includes system selection procedurcs, speci.
fication sections (below center), and GADD
details (below right).

'F-ilg,tsigHrmffi.
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Softwarc for Roofing Systems

DESIGN

Electronic CADalogs

Black Armor Coal Thr Roofing Systems

Allied Signal, Inc.
(800) 22r-6490

Celo-CADD

Celotex Corporation
(8r3) 81 3-4151

Acc()raling t() a

National llornt Bttilcle rs

Asso( latl()n sttn ('\'.

nrarlr'3 ()ut ol 4 ne\\
horne buvers u'atrt a tlt'r' lit'able

birsenrcrrt. It ntaltcs scnsc. \\hat
lrtter lla1 to irclcl livirtg alca {irr alxr'.rt

half thr cost ol rtbove gnde spitt c?
'fUI'F-\ Dlllilr []xtcrior

I r runrhti( )l I \\ lttt tlrrr I rling S\ \l('lll ti\ t \
r ou the conlitlcnc e to clesign antl

btriicl bascmt-nls gltarrruteccl to stav dl1

1'car alter vear.

Vott lltittt tl:tmppro,rlittg.

t l(oGH
KOCH MAEFALS COMPANY

Metal Roofing Systems

ASC Pacific
(8oo) 726-2127

Moldings and Flashings

Fry Reglet
(8r8) 289-4744

Stevens Hi-Tuff Roofing Systems

JPS Elastomerics
(4r3) t86-8750

]'u[I:N-Dri is the pr1)(t in \\'at{:r-

proofing. Ilacl<ecl bv a watertight
I t)-r'ear limitccl wrrrarltv. "'

I-carn hou l-ufl-N-Dri can help

uru prrxicle the cln
baseurent that toclal-'s

homcor'lLrcr cltsirs. (;rll

l-tllXl-876-K()CH or
s rite loclav ftu' r ottr frce

copv o[ Koch Vlaterials'

BaLsentcnt Design (i uicle.

Roofing Accessories

Manville
(800) 44t-1t00

NRCA.CAD

National Roofi ng Contractors Association
(8OO) J23-914t
\708) 299-9010

Tam-CADD

Tamko Asphalt Products
(800) 64r -469 r, ext. 344
(411 > 624-6644, ext. 344

Vertex Detailer
Dynamic Details
Vertex Design Systems
(4rt) 9t7 -2799

EI/AII'ATION

RAMP

(Roof Asset Management Program)

Building Technology Associates, Inc.

o13) 8tJ-999t

mvs (Roof Evaluation Software)

Bruco Enterprises, Inc.
(7 13) 3fi-9t4r

Roofer
CERL Support Center

University of Illinois
(2r7) 33)-288r

Roofllap
(Roof Managing Assets Program)

Professional Service Industries, Inc.
(800) 44t-o682
(708) 69r-1490

ESTIMATING

The Edge
Advanced Estimating Systems, Inc.

(4ot) 216-9100

Precision Roofer Database

Timberl i ne Software CorPoration
(50r 644-8r5t

Polaris Estimating Systems

True North Estimating SYstems Inc.

(416) 778-084)

f,fiFmlfnrrffitl
"-' 

tR
:- =. - ]

Koch \lrtcrirls t.ompanl

Corlirrgs N 5talants Divtsiorl
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PRACTICE

Accessibility Takes Etfect
As barriers to the disabled are removed, architects meer new design challenges.

THE AMERICANS \fITH DISABILITIES ACT
(aoa), which was signed into law by President
Bush onJuly 26, 1990, is a landmark piece
of civil rights iegislation. Unlike previous
regulations, from model codes to local ordi-
nances, the ADA seeks to sweep away all
barriers to the disabled-not just physical im-
pedimenrs, but discriminatory employment
practices and prejudices as well. January 26,
1992, was the firsr deadline for compliance
with the new law, which benefits approxi-
mately 43 million Americans, one-sixth of the
country's population. Among those affected
are individuals with limitations ranging from
blindness to hearing loss to arthritis. It has
been estimated rhat one-third of those be-
tween ) 5 and 64 years of age have some form
of impairment, and rhat three-fourtl-rs of
those over 7i are disabled. Greater access to
the workplace will mean enhanced opportu-
nities for younger disabled people, who at
present comprise the largest unemployed mi-

Ihe otfice of the Easter Seals Society in
Raleigh, North Carolina, (top) was renovated
ry Ellinwood Design Associates and Barrier
lree Environments to include such accessible
letails as a twoJevel reception desk, work.
itation legroom, a reachable elevator button,
rnd a water cooler that can be approached by
r chairbound worker.

nority in America-a 73 percent unemploy-
ment rate, according to the tVashington,

D.C.-based Architectural and Thansportation
Barriers Compliance Board (arncn).

The law that seeks to ensure accessibility to
all Americans is a complex schedule of re-
quirements that involves the parricipation of
several federal agencies, among them the
Equal Employment Opportuniry Commission,
the Department of Transportation, the Fed-
eral Communications Commission, with the
Department ofJustice mosr responsible for
implementation. Employment and hiring
practices are covered in the first section, Title
I, which calls for employers to make "reason-

able accommodation" for individuais with
disabilities. Title II addresses discrimination
againsr the disabled by state and local gov-
ernmenrs, as well as the accessibiliry of public
transportation sysrems. Ultimately, bus and
train stations, subways, and light rail will all
be affected by the legislatron.

It is Title III that most directly concerns
the practice of architeccure, because it man-
dates changes in the way "public accommoda-
tions and commercial facilities" musr be
adapted or consrrucred. A "public accommo-
dation," as defined by the ADA, is a private
entity that maintains a place to which the
public is invited for commercial, social, or
recreational purposes. The ADA spells out 12

Public Accommodations
Affected by the ADA
Seryice establishments
Professional service offices, banks, health-
care offices, laundromats, beauty shops,
travel services, repair services, gas stations,
pharmacies, and hospitals

Phces of public display
Museums, libraries, and galleries

Places of lodging
Inns, horels, and motels

Sales or rcntal establishments
Department stores, car rental agencies

Public transportation stations

Establishments serving food or drink

Places of exhibition or entertainment
Theaters, concerr halls, and stadiums

Places of public gathering
Auditoriums, convention centers, and halls

Phces of recreation
Parks, zoos, and amusement parks

Places of education

Sochl-service centers
Homeless shelters

Places of exercise or necneation
Gyms, bowling alleys, and golf courses
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PUBLIC USE EMPLOYEE USE

DISABILITY CATEGORY
SITE/EXTERIOR

FACILITIES

BUILDING PUBLIC CIRCULATION SPACES

Elevators I Cores, corridors, etc

BUILDING PUELIC FACILITIES AND ACCESSORIES

Toilet Rooms I Misc. Facilities and Accessorles
WORK ENVIRONMENTS

G
c0

>xEX9Y
!b
:-*

=

oq
oat

Horizonlal movement Parking
Drop off
Thresholds
Door type
Hardware

No intermediate
sleps or levels

Nonslip surfaces

Signage

Vertical movement Ramps
Stairs
Rails
Signs

Size/Conliguration
lor wheelchairs

Rails

Space/Reach Parking spaces
Curb cuts

Height oI controls Counter heighls
Mail drops

Toilel stall size
Grab bars
Counter heights
Mirrors

Water fountains
Telephones
Vending machines

Worktop heights
Time clocks
Entry card readers

Dexterily/Coordinatlon Door handles
(types and height)

Doorcloser timing
Force required
to open doors

Door-open
timing controls

Lavatory handles
Wheelchair

knee room
Accessible heights

Switches
Knobs

vision lmoaired Protrusions
Directories, signage

Braille signs and
controls

Audible signals

Protrusions Lighting levels Braille signs
Tactile warnings

Tactile door knobs at
huardous are6

Audible alarms

Hearing lmpaired Flashing signals Flashing alarms Hearing aid systems
in assembly areas

such types of existing privately owned facili-
ties, such as restaurants, banks, and hotels,

that must be brought into compliance (see

page 105). A "commercial facility" is consid-

ered a facility intended for nonresidential

use by a private entity and whose activities
affect "commerce," as defined by the U.S.

Constitution. (Among facilities exempt from
the act are private clubs, churches, and other
religious or exclusionary organizations.)
"The bottom line," says Jim Bostrum, a North
Carolina specialist in design for the disabled,
"is that any individual must be able to come

in and take part in what is being offered by

the organization."
Both existing buildings and new con-

struction must meet new requirements for

accessibility. Yet, maintains Ellen Harland, an

accessibility specialist for the ATBCB, "the

ADA is not a mandate to rebuild America. The

thrust of the legislation is toward the future."

By January 26, 1992, private entities

maintaining places of public accommodation

were to comply with the legislation by re-

moving barriers, if such modifications were
"readily achievable. " Architectural barriers

to the disabled were to be eliminated where

present, even when no renovation had been

planned, if their removal could be accom-

plished "without much difficulty or expense."

Examples of such alterations include ramp

installations, lighting improvements, and

hardware modifications. But Title III recog-

nizes that what are reasonable expectations

for alarge corporation may be difficult or

prohibitively expensive for a small firm. 'hl-
ternative methods of supplying the services"

are then permitted.
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John Salmen, president of Universal De-
signers and Consultants, a Silver Spring,

Maryland-based firm that specializes in design

for the disabled, explains that the Iaw was

intended to encourage a holistic approach to
accommodating people in the environment.
Not all problems of accessibility can be solved

by altering buildings and designing new

spaces, Salmen claims. New equipment, aided

by new technology for the disabled, offers

another tool to achieve accessibility. Other
simple solutions, such as changing the location

of an activity or offering personal assistance,

may be equally valid.
Elaine Ostroff, executive director of

Boston's Adaptive Environment Center, sug-

gests that "Congress's intent was not to
bankrupt business." She cites the example of
a restaurant with limited financial resources

that is seeking to remove barriers to both its

employees and customers. If the restaurant

is located upstairs, what is "readily achievable"

by 1992 may include installing an auxiliary

communication device at ground level for

take-out orders, rather than adding a mechan-

ical lift for those unable to climb the steps.

Tiaining staff to read menus aloud or provid-

ing large-print menus for those with poor

vision might substitute for more expensive

electronic equipment. Physical changes need

not be costly, she suggests, and can include

enhancing signage, widening toilet stalls, and

adjusting doors so that they can be opened

easily. According to Ostroff, the most impor-

tant factors in a "good faith" effort are a

clear plan and sound intent.
Alterations begun afterJanvaly 26, 1992,

to existing public accommodations and

commercial facilities must be implemented
in accordance with the law's criteria for ac-

cessibility. If, for example, a bank plans to
replace door hardware in an older building,
then lever-type, push-type, or U-type hard-
ware, rather than slippery round knobs, is
required for each modified door. In addition,
if a "primary function area," such as the main

banking room, is scheduled to be renovated,

a further requirement is triggered: an "acces-

sible path of travel" to the primary function
area has to be provided; bathrooms, drinking
fountains, and telephones serving the area

also have to be made accessible.

Such required changes need not involve
"disproportionate" cost, which is defined

as greater than20 percent of the cost of
renovation. New construction, which the law

defines as those proiects receiving building
permits after Janwary 26, 1992, and certifi-
cates ofoccupancy after January 26, 1993,

must be fully accessible "to the maximum ex

tent feasible."

Design recommendations for accessibility

are outlined in a subset ofTitle III entitled
"ADA Accessibility Guidelines for Buildings
and Facilities" (ADAAG). Responsibility for

drafting these guidelines fell to Ellen Har-

To help its staff comply with the ADA's

rcquircments, ffiffi Associates developed a

matrix (top) that relates disabilities with

building elements. Barrier-free details (facint

page) include doors of ample width with

adequate hardwarc (top left)' workstation

modifications to accommodate wheelchairs
(top right), and stairwells where disabled

tenants can safely wait for help (bottom dgftt)
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land's staffoffive at the ATBCB, in response
to policies outlined by the 23 members of the
Barrier Compliance Board, 11 of whom are
senior federal officials; the remaining 12
must include at least six who bear some dis-
ability. aoalG contains specific standards
for accessible sites, buildings, and equipment.
Such considerarions as the width of a toilet
stall, what constitutes an adequate turning
radius for a wheelchair, and the allowable
slope for a ramp are clearly spelled our in rhe
guide and graphically illustrated. If many
of the illustrarions seem familiar, it is because
they resemble the existing standards aheady
required for all federal buildings, the Uni-
form Federal Accessibility Standards (uFAS),

whose technical provisions were, in turn, de-
rived from the A117.1-1980 accessibility
standards developed by the American Na-
tional Standards Institute (ANSr).

tWhile many ANSI and ADAAG standards
ovedap, they include some noticeable differ-
ences. For instance, in addition to describine
how features should be designed, the newer
guidelines include scoping provisions, which
speciS' how many accessible items need to be
provided under various circumstances. \fithin
the ADAAG's pages are tables listing the
minimum number of accessible parking spaces
required, the number of required wheelchair
locations for assembly areas, and other exam-
ples of specific requiremenrs. ADAAG also
places a new emphasis on features to accom-
modate individuals with visual and hearins
impairments, such as a requirement that te-le-
communication display devices (TDDs),
otherwise known as text telephones, be pro-
vided in certain instances.
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PLATFORM

RAPID TRANSIT PLATFORM SECTION

MODULAR PRECAST CONCRETE WARNING SURFACE

FINISH PAVING

Other new requirements in ADAAG are

more subtle and may be accidentally over-

looked ifa close reading ofthe law is not

undertaken. For example, Jim Terry, a Birm-
ingham, Alabama, architect whose firm is
currently holding seminars on the ADA

throughout the U.S., points out that archi-

tects must familia-ize themselves with
changes in the standards for ramps. In most

cases, ramps may no longer exceed a slope

of 81lt percent (l:12)-a slope steeper than

l'.12 may result in a wheelchair tipping over

backwards. Terry cites an example from his

own practice, in which a contractor modified

a parking areaand changed the intended

slope ofan accessible route to exceed a 5 per-

cent grade (1:20). According to ADAAG's

definition, the route had been transformed

into a ramp, and ramps demand railings

and other special treatments. Suuctural set-

tlement in sidewalks could have resulted in

a similar predicament.

Other changes in site planning include

providing spaces for vans that transpoft the

disabled and their equipment. Under ADAAG,

one 8-foot-wide space for vans, along with

an S-foot-wide access aisle, is to be provided

for every eight accessible parking spaces in

any given lot. The total number of standard

accessible spaces required is determined by

a table provided within the guidelines; but no

lot may have less than one 8-foot-wide space

with an adiacent 5-foot-wide access aisle. The

slope across such spaces may not exceed 2

percent (1:50).

ADAAG also addresses the important issue

of emergency evacuation for the disabled.

It requires "areas ofrescue assistance" on each

IO8 ARCHITECTURE / FEBRUARY 1992
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floor ofa new building that are fire resistant,

near or within stairwells, and contain devices

to communicate with firefighters. According

to Ellen Hadand, the purpose is to provide

temporary shelter "for those Persons who can-

not use stairs." As good as an evacuation

plan may be, she insists that there will be in-

dividuals who cannot make a quick evacua-

tion or who cannot walk unaided. These

areas will then provide them with safe places,

says Harland, "to remain a few minutes

until trained personnel arrive."

Elevators are required in buildings three

stories or higher, and in those with 3,000
square feet or more per floor. Shopping cen-

ters and malls, specified private transporta-

tion facilities, and professional offices of
health-care providers must also be equipped

with such vertical conveyance systems' even

if the buildings are only two stories tall or less

than 3,000 square feet. To aid the blind,

sprinkler-system standpipes, once common

impediments in stairwells, are prohibited

from protruding beyond a maximum accept-

able distance.

Signage throughout the United States

will be radically altered according to the leg-

islation and will modify an entire industry's

production. Permanent rooms must be desig-

nated in two ways: with Braille letters and

numerals and with raised characters and

symbols of specified proportions. contrast, and

texture. They must be mounted as uniformly

as possible, preferably 60 inches above the

floor and adjacent to the "latch side ofthe
door."

Visual alarms, when provided, must meet

massive candlepower demands. Unfiltered,

xenon-type strobes are required to pulse ev-

ery two-tenths of a second (maximum dura-

tion) at an intensity of75 candelas. Such

inrense brightness, according to ADA special-

istJim Terry, cannot be missed.

Two methods of accessible design are fre-

quently offered by the legislation: alternative

access and universal design criteria. The

value of offering alternative accessible features

for different disabled populations is cleady

illustrated in the act's telephone guidelines.

Typically, in a single bank ofphones, one

accessible telephone is required by ADAAG. It
must be hearing-aid compatible, provided

with volume controls, and clear the floor by

at least 30 inches, among other criteria.

Rather than seek a uniform design solution,

in which all telephone units would be

mounted at the same height, John Salmen

argues that some units ought to be mounted

at wheelchair height, while others could be

somewhat higher for persons who have diffi-
culty bending or stooPing.

The act does provide some exceptions to

its far-reaching, seemingly all-inclusive rules.

For example, the "technical infeasibility" of
tampering with a load-bearing wall in an ex-

isting facility is grounds for an alternative

In the Dallas Arca Rapid Transil stations, HOK

included a ramp (top left) and rvarning strips

for the visually impaired (top rieht)' Gensler

and Associabs rcdedgned a stolets cashw?F

station: accessible solution (facing page' top

right) is lower than original (tacing page' top

left). NBBJ incorporated ramps (facing page

center) within Seattle's lVashington Energy

Gompany Headquarters (facing page' bottom)'



approach. Likewise, buildings listed on rhe
National Register of Historic Places and
other such designated properties are eligible
for certain "alternative methods of access,"
if their historic character would be affected
by an obtrusive alteration.

To encourage creative solutions to accessi-
bility, the aurhors of the ADA include an
"equivalent facilitation" provision that allows
for "alternative designs and technologies." But
the burden ofproofthen falls on the architect
to prove in a courr oflaw that he or she has
provided equivalency. According to Chades
Decker, a New Jersey code official and for-
mer chairman of the Board for the Coordina-
tion of Model Codes (nclrc), ADAAG will, in
effect, function as a de facto national buildine
code rhat architects will attempr to follow
to the letter without having the strength and
clarity of an official building code, which is
interpreted and enforced by building officials.
As Decker points out, "There is some pre-
dictability in the code process." Under the
ADA, however, each owner and each desien
professional is liable without the benefit of a
reviewing aurhoriry.

Many existing building codes are based on
national model codes that already include
many accessibility requirements thar meer or
sxceed rhe new legislation. The ADA states
rhat the most restrictive requirements should
rpply, whether rhey are federal, state, or local;
where conflicrs arise, federal law prevails.
Decker nores rhat ANSI and the model codes
rad been working with rhe BCMC on the in-
:lusion ofscoping for three years before the
\DA became law.

Although the onus of responsibility for

I

2

3

NEW ADDITION

ENTBY PAVILION

EXISTING BUILDING

WASHINGTON ENERGY COMPANY HEADQUARTERS _ FIRST FLOOR PLAN
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t.l s
Readily Achievable Action
For Barrier Removal

TO COMPLY \(/ITH THE ADA, ARCHI-

tects must remove architectural barri-
ers in existing facilities where such re-

moval is "readily achievable"*-easy to
accomplish without much difficulty or

expense. Some examples include:

Install ramps

Make curb cuts in sidewalks and
entrances

Reposition shelves

Rearrange tables, chairs, vending
machines, display racks, and other
furniture

Reposition telephones

Add raised markers on elevator control
buttons

Install llashing alarm lights

Widen doors

Install offset hinges to widen doorways
for wheelchair access

Eliminate turnstiles or Provide
alternative accessible entrances and
paths

Install accessible door hardware in
place of round knobs

Install grab bars in toilet stalls

Rearrange toilet partitions to increase
manewering space

Insulate pipes under lavatory sinks to
prevent burns to those in wheelchairs

lnstall a raised toilet seat

Install a full-lenglh bathroom mirror

Reposition the paper towel dispenser
in a bathroom

Create designated accessible parking

spaces

Install an accessible PaPer GuP

dispenser at an existing inaccessible
water fountain

Remove high-pile' low'density carpet
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compliar-rce with the ADA ultimately remains

rvitl-r property owners, tenants, and the pro-

fcssional design community, a formal process

outlined in the ADA may offer some welcome

relief. Robert Wible, tl-re executive director

of the National Conference of States on Build-

ing Codes and Standards (xcsncs), urges

statc ancl local governments to submit their

codes to thc Office of thc U.S. Attorney

General, Department ofJustice, for certifica-

tion. If they arc approved as equivalent to

the guidelines' technical provisions, explains

Wible, architects practicing in tl'rose iurisdic-
tions can be somewhat reassured that by

lbllowing their local codes they are making a

reasonablc effort to comply rvith thc civil

rights legislation.
Al Eisenbe rg, senior director of legislative

affairs for tl-re AtA, is a strong proponent of
certification. \While he had hoped to help

sl-rape ccrtifrcation into a "first line of defense"

fbr arcl.ritects, l.re ultimately realtzed that no

civil rights legislation could be enforced by a

building inspcctor. Eisenberg still clairns,

hol,ever, tl-rat if states and localities can

achicve certification for tl-reir building codes,

it s'ould "facilitate compliance, reduce liabil-

ity,, 
"n,1 

make tl-re legislation as comfortable

for the practitioncr as possible."

The movement toward compliance seems

to have got off to a slorv start. Ostroff says

tl-rat most property owners seem to be taking

a "rvait and sec" attitude. Terry reports that

only betwcen 5 and 20 Percent of architects

attending his training seminars admit to de-

signing anything in accordance with the

guidelines at present. Clients, he maintains,

pref-er to keep a "low profile" because of the

tlIt
ol*&w@rs

&@btF

tn a brochure lor clients, Gensler and Asso-

ciates lists potential modifications for ADA

compliance (left). Design tools such as wheel-

chair templates (above) are now available.

potential liabilities raised by noncompliance;

but many have quietly begun barrier iden-

tification and removal, sometimes relying on

in-house facility managers, and sometimes

seeking assistance from architecture firms.

Some firms are taking an active role in

implementing the ADA. Swanke Hayden Con-

nell Associates (sHCA), for example, began

with a process of self-education, moved to

participating in seminars for its own clients

as well as others, and then began to offer

client surveys. Like virtually every architect

and informed consultant to the disabled,

John Peter Barie, principal of sHca's New

York office, warns architects to "read the

law," to rely on the actual language instead

of summaries. \)7hile he is aware of potential

conflicts an.l complexity writren into the ner

legislation, his attitude is optimistic. "I see

it as a matter of change in the mind-set of the

design community to accept a chailenge."

Consultant Jim Bostr,rm points .rur that

tl-re legislation, design guidelines, and stag-

gered compliance deadlines are not ends in

themselves, but part of a process that will
bring about significant change in otLr sociery'

As designers of the environment, however,

architects must not simply adhere to a strict

reading of the legislation; they must be re-

sponsible for understanding the intent of the

law and adopting an attitude that will ensurr

that its implen-rentation is successful. I
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legal Ramifications of the ADA

THE ADA SPECIFICALLY PROHIB1TS THE DE.

sign of buildings that fail to comply wirh
its requirements. Although anyone respon-

sibie for retrofits, alterations, and new
666511g61i61-landlord, tenant, architect,
contractor, or consultant-can be sued by a

plaintiff citing an infraction of the ADa, the
landlord will be the most likely target for
litigation. This is especially true for law-
suits over barriers in common areas such as

entries, lobbies, halls, elevators, and park-
ing garages, although the tenant may
shoulder the burden of compliance within
his or her own space. In either case, a land-
lord or renanr accused ofbreaking the law
can subsequently involve the architect or
other related parties in the dispute.

The ADA, however, recognizes that
private parries can allocate responsibility
and liabiliry among themselves by means
of private, presumably wnrren, contracts.
Such a contracr between landlord and
tenanr can clari{y from the beginning who
is responsible for making specific areas

accessible. In addition, architects can draw
up conrracts with clients to effectively limit
rheir liability to the client, especially ifa
specific cap on monerary damages can be
agreed upon. The AIAhas included such
limitation of liability clauses in rts Guide for
Amendntents t0 AtA Dlcament B I 4I . This
may not, however, limit liability to a dis-
abled person who sues the architect directly.
The AIIA does not specifically require that
any terms or clauses allocating liability be
included in a contract between an architect
and a clicnt.

Private cirizens or groups represenring
affected individuals may seek courr-im-
posed injunctions compelling owners ro
meet ADA standards. Private enforcement
gives the ADA its "reerh." If successful,
the party bringing suit can receive actor-
neys' fees and the cost ofthe litigation; no
other monerary damages can be awarded.
The U.S. Atrorney General can aiso sue for
monerary fines of $10,000 for a first of-
fense and $ 100,000 for subsequent viola-
tions. Such suits are expected to be rare,
however, and directed against patterns and
practices of noncompliance. penalties can
be reduced in suits broughr by either a
private parry or the government if a defen-
dant can show that he or she has under-

taken good-faith efforts, such as conducting
a site survey or developing a plan ro com-
ply with the ADA. Similarly, punishment
may be lessened if an architecr can show he

or she consulted the appropriate local
authorities or sought advice from the U.S.
Department ofJustice.

At some time in the furure, an architect
may find a possible safe harbor in the Cer-
tificate of Equivalency Program in which
local building aurhorities voluntariiy submit
their building codes to the U.S. Depart-
ment ofJustice for approvai. If rhe depart-
ment determines that the local building
code satisfies rhe ADA, a cerrificate will be
awarded. The issuance of a building permir
by a certified local jurisdiction will provide
a defense to charges that an architect's
plans have nor met Aoa standards. This
program, however, is still in its infancy. Ar-
chitects should note that any changes to

A landlord or tenant aocused
of brcaking the law can

subsequently involve the
architec{ or other related

padies in the dispute.

the plan originally submitted to the cerri-
fied building aurhority can erode the
efficacy of this prorection, unless all such
changes are also approved. And the ADa
does not prevenr srare or local iurisdicrions
from imposing higher standards than rhose
in the ADA legislation.

Architecrs who are employers must be
aware of their additional responsibilities.
Title I provides that on July 25, 1992, em-
ployers of 25 or more may not discriminate
against disabled applicants and employees.
Two years later, employers of 1J people
must comply with rhat ruling.

Unfortunately for employers, rhe srarure
uses ambiguous terms to express the most
crucial aspects of rhe employment discrimi-
nation provisions of the law. The ADA re-
quires that "individuals with disabilities"
who can perform the "essential functions',
of a job with a "reasonable accommoda-
tion" on the part of the employer can suffer
no discrimination as a result of their

disability. N(/hat constitutes a "disabiliry,"
"essential," or "reasonable" can change, de-
pending upon the particular contexr.

A "disability" under the ADA includes
many more conditions than are commonly
recognized. Emotional disorders, mental
limitations, learning disabiliries, and even

cosmetic disfigurements such as those
caused by burns are considered disabilities
by the aoa. The meaning of "essential"

is also intentionally flexible. For example,
some facets of a 1ob that could be shifted
to others in a large company with cadres of
support staff would legitimately be consid-
ered essential for each employee in a small
company. The meaning of "reasonable" is

also left purposely vague. The cost and
nature of a proposed accommodation-for
instance the rebuilding ofa workstation or
the restructuring of a iob-is measured
againsr the financial resources ofthe faciliry
and parent company. Thus, what is reason-
able in one serting might create an undue
burden in another.

Some other matters are clearer. Emolovee
morale, for one, is not a considerati,,rn, euen
if the accommodarion causes disruption of
current work schedules. And paths of travel
to areas which employees routinely use
must be made accessible.

Ambiguities in the iaw are very trouble-
some, because rhe cosr of failing to comply
is considerable. With the signing of the
Civil Rights Act of 1991, on November 21,
dramatically expanded remedies are avall-
able to disabled individuals ciaimins em-
ploymenr discriminarion. Mosr significantly.
a plaintiffcan have a jury trial and receive
compensatory and punitive damages. Em-
ployers of 100 employees or fewer face
damages of $i0,000; a sliding scale ends
with a ma-rimurn of $300,000 levied on
employers of 500 or more.

Because of the ADA's ambiguities and
changing requiremenrs in different con-
texts, architects are advised to seek legal
counsel regarding specific design and em-
ployment conditions. 

-BunroN 
FrSHuaN

Burton Fithntctn ir a partner in the Ba/timare
law finn of lX/einberg and Green. He js a
member of the Eqwl Ernployntent Opportanitl,
Cantmittee of the Arnerican Bar Associatian
and specializes in emplojttnent law.
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Managing Ghange in a Small Firm
How to plan for shifts in practice while avoiding future shock.

IN TODAY'S SHAKY ECONOMX CHANGE IS

constant. Markets such as speculative office

buildings and residential developments,

which expanded in the 1980s, are declining
in the 1990s. Tough economic conditions are

causing firms to cut back, lay ofl and scram-

ble to survive. Clients want more services for
lower fees. Competition is stiffer. Nothing
is the same as it used to be, and architectural
firms have no choice but to adapt.

Change is difficult regardless of the size

of a practice. Any alteration in people's lives,

positive or negative, causes stress, and the

result may be resistance. Since larger practices

employ more people and require more com-

plex communication, the difficulties are mag-

nified and therefore more apparent. But even

in small firms, the introduction of new or

different ways of working is not easy and can

create problems. If the owner of a small firm

understands how organizations work and

how people respond, he or she can plan for it
in a way that reduces anxiety and eases the

transition. By observing strategies of imple-

menting change in both small and Iarge

practices, managers of small firms can gain in-

sights into how best to proceed in transform-

ing their own offices.

There are effective and ineffective ways to

introduce change. Consider the case of a40-
person architectural practice in \Tashington'

D.C., that was forced to cut its staff by half
in the face of a sluggish economy. The princi-

pal broke the news to his employees by call-

ing them into his office, one by one. N(hen

asked what he told those who weren't being

laid off, he said, "They didn't have to be told

anything. They knew what was happening.

They just hunkered down at their desks and

kept busy, happy to still have a job."

Contrast that scenario to the approach of
Steven Ziger of Ziger, Hoopes & Snead in

Baltimore, when he and his partners decided

to reduce overhead in the nine-person archi-

tectural firm. Rather than cutting staff,Ziger

chose to cut back to a four-day week. He

then called a general staff meeting, where he

and his partners explained the situation fully,

provided information on proiects, fees, and
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expenses, and described the savings the cut-
back would achieve. The partners also took
a corresponding reduction in pay. According
toZiger, the staffresponded positively, sup-
ported the decision, and even volunteered to
assist in marketing the firm. Morale has re-

mained high. Ziger believes that " architecture

is a creative endeavor, and you can't be cre-

ative with high anxiety. Our office has to pro-
vide the support to be creative."

Since change is inevitable, it makes sense

to manage it properly in order to reap the

greatest benefits. Modifications in a practice

can be systematically introduced by applying
the following process.

Develop a prcYisional plan

and test it out on the staff
member who will be

affected, Their rcsponses
may lead to modifi@tions.

Determine the rcasons for change

FIRST, ACKNO\TLEDGE THE NEED FOR

change. The process begins with the aware-

ness that the firm's current structure is not

working as well as it should, or that improve-

ments are in order.

The need to take new stePs in management

or procedures can be the result ofexternal
influences. For instance, some firms convert

to CADD because a current or prospective

client requires it. Other firms branch out into

new markets after their traditional markets

dry ,rp, or after observing the success of others

in those areas. Internal problems may also re-

quire modifications. Eroding profits, chroni-

cally poor performance, ineffective scheduling,

employee complaints, and turnover are all

painful symptoms that cry out for attention.

Finally, the desire for excellence is a strong

force for change. This drive produces a con-

stant search for innovation and improvement.

After acknowledging the need for change,

decide what is necessary to accomplish it'
Consider how staff in the firm will respond

and, ifpossible, include those to be affected

in deciding which changes will be made and
how to implement them. People who par-

ticipate are more likely to be committed to
change and less likely to resist. lVith less

resistance, the solution can be implemented
more quickly.

\(henJim Miller decided after 10 years to
step down as president of Flad & Associates,

a 11O-person architecture, engineering, and

interior design firm in Madison, lVisconsin,

he talked first with a small group of colleagues

within the firm who would be instrumental
in making the shift to the new presidency a

smooth one. He explained his reasons for
stepping down and shared his hope that the

transition would trigger a Process of renewal

for the firm. Once the search began, he met

with the staff to describe how the transition

would occur. Management, designers, and

production staff panicipated in the interviews.

\(hen the selection was made, the staff dis-

cussed marketing, design, and management

issues with the new candidate. This participa-

tion was important, says Miller, because it
gave the procedure credibility and helped the

staff feel comfortable with the new president.

Sharc the plan

FIRM O\rNERS SHOULD DEVELOP A PROVI.

sional plan and test it out on the staff mem-

bers who will be affected. Their response may

lead to modifications of the plan to increase

acceptance and reduce resistance.

It is important to make the staff feel that

their ideas are gaining a fair hearing. Ifthey
get the impression that management is not

listening, they may become resentful and be

less open to the new program.
The plan needs to be as specific as possi-

ble. The more details the staff is aware of, tht

more real i1 [s6erns5-!oth to management

and employees. For example, describe the

particular responsibilities of each individual

and itemize the steps required to make the

transition. Such a description reinforces the

positive aspects of the new Program, pulling
people's attention away from the extra effort

involved in making the change. A detailed



description also helps those not involved un-
derstand the new plan and how they fit in.
If they don't have such information, they will
draw their own conclusions, which most likely
will be negative and may lead to resentment
and, again, resistance.

fuialyze reactions, finalize plans

STAFF MEMBERS ARE \flILLING TO ADJUST

their work patterns when the benefits of
change outweigh the costs. Three factors are

important: The first is the level of dissatis-
faction with the status quo. The second is the
desirability of the proposed adjustment or
result. The third is the level ofrisk and dis-
ruption the change entails. rJfhen the advan-
tages ofthese factors are greater than the
costs, the individual will be willing to change.
In planning strategies for change, these three
factors should be considered.

Space Design International of Cincinnati,
for example, needed to morivate its staff
to maintain quality in the face of decreasing
fees. First, the firm's principals wanted to use
performance-based monerary compensation,
but they found it ineffective with their design-
ers. To understand their morivations berter,
management met with the designers and dis-
covered that a more effective way ro encour-
age the staff was to vary their projects, give
them greater design challenges, or offer them
projects with higher budgers. \(ith these in-
centives in place, the designers were more re-
ceptive to the new way of working.

Once the rentarive plan has received input
and feedback, a final plan is needed. Here
agarn, it may be helpful to consult others in
making the final decision. Once principal
Scott \(yatt decided to merge his 25-person
architecture and interiors firm with the 200-
person Seattle office ofNBa;, he involved
his staffin the planning. They met with Nnn;
;taff to prepare for every aspect of the merger,
irom where the offices would be located to
row the two libraries would be combined. In
:he process, people from both offices got to
<now one another and feel comfortable, and
:he nature of the new relationship became
lear. "The unknown," says \ilZyart, "is the

lreatesr obstacle. The reality is not as bad as

:he anticipation."

istablish a timetable
]HANGE TAKES TIME. 'IT'S ONE THING TO
ay we wanr to change, and quite another ro
lo it," says Scott \Vyatt. He advises estimar-
ng how long it will take to make the adjust-
nent, and then tripling the figure.

Because participation builds commitmenr,

changes that are the result ofa participatory
process take longer to decide but require less

time to implement. Seraphima Lamb, of Sera-

phima Lamb and Associates in Los Angeles,
first introduced computers a year ago.Initially,
her three-person staff resisted the idea, so she

began slowly, first with word processing. She

provided training in the software, and within
six months her staff began using it. Once
they were comfortable with the new technol-
ogy, she began discussing the client pressure

to introduce cADo. She plans to train her
staffon the new system and expects them to
use it much more quickly as a result.

Gommunicate the change
THE MORE PEOPLE UNDERSTAND AND AC.

cept the reasons for change, the less anxious
they will be and the less they will resist.
\7hen Seraphima Lamb decided to shift from
working with private developers to working
for public institutions, she had excensive dis-
cussions with her staffbeforehand about the
reasons for the transition. Their understand-
ing and commirment helped the firm go

The rcality of change is
often not as bad as the

anticipation of change. The
fear of the unknown can be

the geatest obstacle.

from 80 percenr developer work to 80 per-
cent instirutional work in three years.

Firm owners are better off when their per-
sonnel have too much information rather than
too litrle. Ifthey don't have the facts, people
will speculate, and such speculation is usually
negative and may lead to resentment. Re-
flecting on his recent merger, Scott N7yatt
says that communication is the big issue. He
talks about the need to have "rumor busters"
to counreracr false information. "Be abso-
lutely, positively candid. Don't hold anything
back," he advises. "If you do, you will be
alienated from your staff and they will believe
the rumors."

lmplement the change
THE FIRST QUESTION IS \THERE TO START. IN
small practices, change has to start from the
top, where the principal is the model for new
behavior. N(hen rhe principal ofa 12-person
practice wanted his staff to use their time
more effectively, he began using a daily plan-
ner in a very visible way. Seeing this, his pro-

ject managers began using the same system.

Another approach is to create task forces

to implement certain areas of change, since

people who are ready and eager to make
changes can help other members of the staff
who are more resistant. Ted Thnaka took ad-

vantage of one such individual with a posi-
tive outlook when he introduced GADD to his

seven-person firm in Los Angeles. He per-
suaded the staff member, who was already
versed in CADD, to teach others in the firm.
Everyone learned the program in a month.

Some managers conduct goal-setting
meetings to build consensus. Morris/Deasy
Partners ofLong Beach, California, is a 14-
person architecture and interior design firm
formed from the merger of two smaller firms.
The newly united principals held such a
meeting soon after the merger, allowing staff
to become aware of their common values and

begin creating a new organization.

(Xfer incentives
EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES AND LEARNING
situations give people new information, tech-
nical knowledge, and skills to make changes.
Many firms underwrite paft or all of the edu-
cational costs of employees on the condition
that the new knowledge be shared with oth-
ers in the firm. The sharing can be accom-
plished through formal staffseminars or work-
shops, informal lunchtime discussions, indi-
vidual training, or informal advice.

Modifying the reward system can rein-
force new behavior. \fhen Ellerbe Associates
of Minneapolis merged with I(elton Becket
of Los Angeles to form Ellerbe Becket, a new
compensation program was created for top
people in each ofthe offices. Incentives were
tied to the performance both of the individ-
ual office and the firm as a whole. This was a

visible sign ofthe cooperation required to
make the merger work.

People respond to change with both their
heads and their hearts, and these emotional
responses are critical in determining how ef-
fective the change will be. The critical skills
in managing transitions are knowing how
people respond to change, helping them over-
come their resisrance, and making the changes
stick. These skills are essential for maintain-
ing a flexible and successful practice now,
during these economically troubled times,
and for years to come. I

-NoruraN KaosnraN

Norman Kaderlan, president of The Kaderlan
Group in Los Angeles, helps arcbiteas /nanage
and market tbeir firru.
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PRODIJCTS

Roofing Systems
synthetic and metal surfaces protec buildings from the elements.

1. The Summit
series of asphalt-
coated, laminated
fiberglass shingles
by Georgia-Pacific is

designed to give the
appearance of wood
shakes. Circle 401
on information card,
2, Firestone pro-
duces rooling materi.
als, insulation, fas-
teners, adhesives.

and additional acces-
sories, Circle 4O2
on information card.
3. Tegola USA manu-
factures Prestige
f iberglass-rei nf orced
asphalt shingles with
a copper-coated sur-
face. Circle 4O3 on
information card.
4. Tremco manufac-
tures Fas'n-Free, an

insulation adhesive
that does not contain
harmful solvents or
asbestos. Circle 4O4
on information card.
5. ASC Pacific offers
Deep Deck steel
panels, measuring
12 inches wide by
4r/2,6, or 7r/z
inches deep, lor
roofing applications
that require in.
creased structural in-
tegrity, Gircle 405
on information card.
6. Manville's roofing
systems include in-
sulation elements
and leakproof mem-
branes in addition to
laminated fiberglass
shingles. Circle 4O6
on information card.
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PRODUCTS

Kitchen and Bathroom Amenities
Cabinets, fixtures, and accessories promote a customized esthetic.

1. Leicht offers a

range of traditional
and contemporary
kitchen designs.
Circle 4O7 on infor-
mation card.
2. The Era bathroom

by Downsview

Kitchens incorpo-

rates polyester sur-
faces and a metallic
finish. Circle 4O8 on

information card.
3. Raphael manufac-

tures a collection of
hand-painted decora-

tive ceramic sinks'
toilets, and acces.

sories. Circle 409
on information card.

4. Heritage produces

custom kitchen cabi-

netry with a range of
finishes and storage

options. Circle 41O

on information card.

5. Kohler's Sorbet

bar sink, which mea-

sures 15 inches

square, is made from
enamel-coated cast

iron. Gircle 411 on

inlormation card.

6. Available in a vari'

ety of finishes'
Franke's solid brass

Little Butler dis.
penses hot water in'
stantly. Circle 412
on information card'

7. Robern introduces

the top-lit modular

cabinet, available in

a 34-inch height and

two widths' with

concealed pulls and

mirrored doors and

interiors. Circle 413
on information card.
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Readily Accessible
Hardware, lifts, and bathtubs meet new ADA guidelines.

1. Door Ad's auto-
matic doors are op-
erated by remote
controf. Circle 414
on information card.
2. Jackson manufac-
tures door hardware
that meets all codes
for accessibility.
Circle 415 on infor-
mation card.
3. Adams Rite pro-
duces exit devices
and door levers that
facilitate building ac-
cess. Circle 416 on
information card.
4. Standard-sized
bathtub by Bathease
features a watertight
door. Circle 417 on
information card.
5. The American
Stair-Glide Corpora.
tion manufactures
19 types ol Porch-
Lifts which raise
wheelchairs up to 12
feet. Gircle 418 on
information card.
6. Powered by
household water
pressure, Disnity
Bath's built-in acrylic
seat lowers the
user into bathwater.
Electric Mobility.
Circle 419 on infor-
mation card.
7. The l{heel-o-
Vator, from the Na.
tional Wheel-o-Vator
Company, is suitable
for residential and
commercial applica-
tions and can lift
individuals up to 12
feet. Gircle 42O on
information card. I
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ARCHITECTT]RE
is ttre profession's leading pubHcation

...&rd independent research proves it!*
The October, 1991 independent Simmons National Survey of active

architects shows ARCHITECT'uRE is the...

PNDFDNDNCD...
of avretmajodtyof
archltiectsioruseful
technical information

onorcD...
of a majorlty of architects ior
usef ul prcEssional practice
infiormation

IIOST NDSPDCTDD...
and valued magazine
Intheindustry

r,NADDR...
brusefirldesign
Infiormation

Bf,ST RNAD...
with the grcatest readership
among a malorityof
U.S.archltects

MOST IIf,LPI'U1...
magazlne to a maiority of
architec'ts In theirwork

ARCHTTECt*#"9ffi':":ff :l#lentbyproviding
editorial coverage of both the design and the technological aspects

of architecture to a degree unmatched by any other magazine
in the architectural field.

*Based on the resuns of the sixth Annuar study of u.s. Archit€cts conducted by
Simmons Market Research Bureau, Inc., an independent research company.
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Roofing csr Diai:ian o75oo

Non-Corrosive Metal Roofing

On top of a New York City high rise, we concealed cooling towers in
metal-clad octagonal domes. Choosing the right roofing material for

the domes was of particular concern because it had to resist both cor-

rosive cooling-tovr'er emissions from the inside and acid rain from the

outside. The top of the building was visible, so we wanted a roof that

not only performed well but was attractive. 1We first considered lead-

coated copper, but it is costly and not as durable as required. Zinc-

coated titanium is more durable, but turns black over time. Mill-fin-
ished stainles5 5gssl-an inert, stable material-proved to be the

most corrosion-resistant and cost-effective choice' Stainless steel fas-

teners anchor the domes to painted steel frames.

Sy/uiaJ. Smith, att
Fox €z Fowle Architects

Netu York City

Roof Penetration SPacing

\7hen designing a roof, architects should give serious attention to

plumbing and mechanical roof penetrations and indicate where they

might occur, rather than leaving it up to different trades people'

Penetrations in the rooffor vents, pipes' and so forth should be Io-

cated 18-24 inches from a roofdrain, ParaPets, changes in roof

plane, or other vents or pipes (detail below). This distance allows suf-

hcient clearance for the roofer to manipulate the flashing around the

penetration and to maneuver around it.
B. Hanison McCamPbell, au

McCamPbell (t Associates

Knoxuille, Tennestee

1 LEAD CAP

2 LEAD FLASHING

3 GMVEL STOP /
METAL EDGE

4 BASE FLASHING

5 CANT

6 VENT PIPE

ROOF SECTION

Neat file
ARt.u t rt'c.t Lr ttt's "No Excr-Lses After This" infbrrnation exch'.lnge

Drawing Gonvgntions cSr Diuisian 00850

Code Compliance

The state of North Carolina now requires code information on sub-

missions of drawings to public review bodies, confirming the wisdom

of Robert Harding's NEar File entry "Life Safety Compliance"
(AncHIrrcrun-e , June 1991, page 136). My letter regarding Hard-
ing's file (AncHtrEcrunr, October 199I, Page 16) and the North
Carolina code has drawn a number of queries from architects around

the country. The North Carolina State Administrative Code requires

the name and license number of the architect and all engineers and

consultants on the proiect. It also requires occuPancy classification,

identification of the fire district in which the building is located,

sprinkler system (ifany), gross square footage per floor, building

height, construction type, fire-resistance rating offloors and walls,

detailing of through-wall penetrations, life-safety systems, exit re-

quirements, design loads, and parking spaces' I will fax or mail a

copy of North Carolina's Building Code Summary to architects who

contact me at'.222 tWest Hargett Street, Raleigh, North Carolina,

21 602 ; telephone : (9 l, 890 -37 02 ; fax (9 1 9) 890- l0 1 6'

Jamu J. TschuPP, AtA

Assistant InsPections Director

Raleigh, N orth Carolina

Detail Coordination

Design details are often misinterpreted from verbal instructions and

improperly drawn on construction documents' To correct this prob-

lem, aichitects should draw the detail to scale on a sheet of 8 1/z-by-

11-inch graph paper, indicating all materials, dimensions, product

references, pertinent notes, and date of the drawing' Copies of these

detail sheets can then be distributed to draftspeople, engineers, spec-

ification writers, and estimators. The original sketches can be kept in

a job book, a detail folder, or a centralized file organized by csl for-

mat for easy reference.
Victoria Burns

Eichleal Engineers

Pitt sb urgh, PennsY luania

IPGOilNre NEAT FII"ES

Structural Pllry,rood (06 1 2 2)

Eanh lfork (02200)

Glazed Cunain \falls (08900)

Air Handling (11850)

Fire-Suppression Systems ( l t 320)

Insulation (07200)

Archiucts are enc,uraged to contribute their Nprt ideas, includ.ing drawings, sketc/tes, and photographs, for publication, send tbe submissions to:

Ns,' pie, iltttnil. Crosbie, 47 Granduieu.,6rrno, Eiex, Connerticut 06426, or by fax (202) 828-0825'
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